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Building an architecture
for the
PROFESSIONALISATION
of public procurement

Library of good practices and tools
Accompanying the
European Commission Recommendation
on the professionalisation of public procurement

Introduction
In October 2017, the European Commission adopted a Recommendation to the EU Member
States on the professionalisation of public procurement (C_2017_6654 - published in the
Official
Journal:
OJ
L
259,
7.10.2017,
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32017H1805). It aims at increasing the overall professionalism of
contracting authorities/entities, focusing on policy architecture, cooperation between and within
public administrations, training and recognition, efficiency, transparency, integrity, careers and
HR management.
The Commission Recommendation on the professionalisation of public procurement is part of a
package of initiatives put forward by the European Commission on 3 October 2017 including
also a Communication defining priority areas for improvement, a voluntary ex-ante assessment
of large infrastructure projects with a view to strengthen the Single Market and as part of the
continuous effort to stimulate investment in the EU. Information about the ‘Public Procurement
Package” can be found here: http://ec.europa.eu/growth/content/increasing-impact-publicinvestment-through-efficient-and-professional-procurement-0_en.
The collection below provides Member States, and in particular decision-making bodies,
regulatory agencies and contracting authorities/entities, with a set of good practices
corresponding to each of the recommendations directed at fostering professionalisation in
public procurement.
The examples are organised in two different categories: 1) Good practices from Member States
and 2) Tools and support from the European Commission or international organisations.
It constitutes a first selection of good practices and should not be considered as exhaustive and
complete. It is intended to be a dynamic collection which should be updated regularly and to
which Member States and contracting authorities are invited to contribute. To that effect, it will
be further developed as an online tool allowing dynamic management and updating.
This collection is an indicative document of the European Commission services and should not
be considered binding to this institution in any way.
The identification of the good practices has taken place throughout the workshops on
professionalisation of public procurement organised by the European Commission in different
Member States between December 2016 and June 2017.1 It relies on the information provided
by public authorities of the Member States, building upon the activities of international
organisations such as the OECD, OECD-SIGMA, UN-UNCITRAL, EBRD, World Bank, EIB inter alia,
as well as different initiatives and studies carried out by the European Commission services in
areas such as green, social and innovative public procurement.2

1

The Recommendation was prepared based on a collaborative approach. It included expert and stakeholder meetings (Ad hoc
expert group on professionalisation meeting on 27 February 2015, Multi-stakeholder Expert Group on eProcurement (EXEP) meeting
on 3/2/2016 ; Government Expert Group on Public Procurement (EXPP) meetings on 8/3/2016, 21/2/2017 and 15/6/2017,
Stakeholder Expert Group on Public Procurement (SEGPP) meetings 15/6/2016 and 8/12/2016, meeting with international
organisations (OECD, EBRD, EIB, WB, OECD SIGMA, UNCITRAL) on 20/07/2016, four workshops with representatives of the Member
States, international organisations and academia (Warsaw 12/12/2016, Amsterdam 21/2/2017, Zagreb 28/04/2017 and Valetta
19/6/2017).
2
It is also based on the findings of the 2016 study “Stock-taking of administrative capacity, systems and practices across the EU
to ensure the compliance and quality of public procurement involving European Structural and Investment (ESI) Funds” https://publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/d1082259-0202-11e6-b713-01aa75ed71a1
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STRUCTURE:
DEFINING THE OVERALL POLICY
FOR THE PROFESSIONALISATION
OF PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
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Recommendation 1
Member States should develop and implement long term professionalisation
strategies for public procurement, tailored to their needs, resources and
administrative structure, standalone or as part of wider professionalisation policies of
public administration. The aim is to attract, develop and retain skills, focus on
performance and strategic outcomes and make the most out of the available tools and
techniques. These strategies should:
a) address all the relevant participants in the procurement process and be developed
through an inclusive process at national, regional and local level;
b) be applied in coordination with other policies across the whole public sector;
c) take stock of developments in other Member States and at international level.

 1.a. Long term professionalisation strategies developed through an
inclusive process
Professionalisation
of
procurement
practitioners is increasingly viewed as
essential to ensure that procurement is
carried out in compliance with regulations
and aimed at obtaining the best value for
money.

institutions, or better formulated, at the
level of departments or units within these
institutions. Structure therefore refers to a
range of tasks and functions related to the
use of public spending, including
management,
programming,
implementation, evaluation, monitoring,
financial management, control, systems’
interoperability. ‘Structure’ also relates to
supervisory and ancillary bodies, such as
auditing, inter alia.

Professionalisation is the process of
increasing the administrative capacity of a
given organisation by providing their staff
with the set of skills and competencies
required to carry out their mission and
perform certain function(s). In the context
of public procurement, ‘professionalisation’
refers
to
ensuring
contracting
authorities/entities possess the right tools
and knowledge to conduct tendering
procedures
and
conclude
contracts
efficiently with the overall goal of ensuring
the sustainability of the goods, services and
works procured, whilst at the same time
contributing to the overall implementation
of public procurement policy.

‘Human resources’ relate to the ability to
detail tasks and responsibilities at the level
of job descriptions, to estimate the required
number of staff and their qualifications,
and to fulfil the recruitment needs.
Securing the timely availability of
experienced, skilled and motivated staff is
key in ensuring professionalism. In addition,
conditions – i.e.: organisation and policy
architecture, economic retribution and
recognition of staff, inter alia – need to be
favourable towards recruiting and retaining
such professionals.

A professionalisation strategy should
address the following elements: 1)
structure; 2) human resources; and 3)
systems and tools.

‘Systems and tools’ relate to the
availability of instruments, methods,
guidelines, manuals, systems, procedures,
forms, etc. Briefly, these are all procedures

The ‘structure’ relates to the clear
assignment of responsibilities and tasks to
4

and mechanisms that can enhance the
effectiveness of the functioning of a public
procurement system. Systems and tools
make organisations less vulnerable by
reducing the risk of malfunctioning or
errors and enhancing overall effectiveness
and efficiency.

Furthermore,
any
professionalisation
strategy should aim at bringing together
the different actors involved in public
procurement, both comprising public and
private sector stakeholders.

Good practices

CASE 1.
FRANCE – PROFESSIONALISATION STRATEGY FOR ALL PUBLIC
BUYERS
In order to enhance the development and efficiency of the public administrations, French national
authorities have defined a legal and a human resources framework for the professionalisation of public
buyers.
As a first step, the State Purchasing Directorate - i.e.: Direction des Achats de l’Etat (DAE) – has defined
a training strategy aimed at professionalising the procurement chain management function within
State services and agencies. As a consequence:
 A catalogue of labelled training courses is made available to the procurement and training
departments in order to organise the training of buyers;
 Both the strategy and the catalogue are published online in the intranet procurement portal and
are accessible to all potential trainees;
 Ministries have then been asked to develop a procurement training plan in line with the strategy
and certified training offer laid down by the State Purchasing Directorate.
Besides developing a training plan and appropriate tools, the strategy includes designing a full
career structure for public buyers (see detailed presentation infra) and providing them with the
tools for cooperation, team working and sharing of expertise among buyers across all the procurement
workforce in order to create a community of practice and project teams.
The professionalisation strategy aimed at first towards central and regional State administrations
(ministries and their regional directorates) will be extended to other bodies of the central public
administration (in particular the health services), and finally developed towards the decentralised public
administration (local and regional authorities).
www.economie.gouv.fr/dae/formation-et-filiere-achat

CASE 2.
ITALY – TRAINING PLAN DEVELOPED TOGETHER WITH DIFFERENT
ACTORS
The Public Procurement Reform Strategy (2015) and the Action Plan for Public Procurement (2014)
highlighted, among the main criticalities affecting the functioning of the public procurement system,
the following issues:
 lack of professionalism regarding procedures, preparation of tender documents and use of criteria
for evaluation of tenders;
 lack of legal or technical training which leads to lack of specific skills and capacities.
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In that regard, the new Italian Public Procurement Code provided specific standards aiming at
professionalising public administrations through the introduction of a special mechanism to assess
technical skills.
In this context, a Training Plan was launched in accordance with a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU), which was signed in November 2016 between the Presidency of the Council of Ministers, the
Agency for Territorial Cohesion, the National School of Public Administration (SNA) and the Conference
of the Regions, with the cooperation of the Institute for Modernisation and Transparency of
Procurement and Environmental Compatibility (ITACA).
In particular, the training courses, organised by SNA, ITACA and many regions, include:
 General trainings through e-learning tools available for the staff of all the CAs;
 Specialised classroom training to develop necessary specific skills for CAs and in particular for
the CPBs;
 Operational training provided on regional basis involving administrative staff of CAs from
each region. The training is also addressed to the staff of the managing authorities and audit
authorities for EU-financed projects .
www.itaca.org
MoU (in Italian): www.itaca.org/documenti/news/protocollo%20snadip%20pol%20europ_ag%20coes_conf%20regioni.pdf
Public Procurement Reform Strategy (in Italian):
http://www.itaca.org/documenti/news/Strategia_riforma_appalti_pubblici.pdf

CASE 3.
GERMANY - DECENTRALISED PROCUREMENT SYSTEM IN
GERMANY: OPTIONS FOR PROFESSIONALISATION AND SUPPORT FOR
BUYERS AND PROVIDERS
The public procurement system in Germany is highly decentralised with 30.000 Contracting Authorities
on all governmental levels, performing about 2.4 million procurement procedures annually: 58% of all
procurement activities happen at the municipal level, 30% at the level of the federal states, and only
12% at the federal level.
Even though the German system is highly decentralised, there are specific solutions developed at
central level to support:
 prevention of corruption: with mandatory trainings and workshops, as well as functional
solutions such as designating a Corruption Prevention Officer and rotation of employees;
 sustainability: with a dedicated strategy, a Competence Centre for Sustainable Public
Procurement which proposed good practices, technical assistance, trainings and information tool,
leading to horizontal integration at federal level and vertical integration at state level, networking
among administrations and with NGOS and science;
 innovation: with the KOINNO centre of excellence, an innovation award and participating in the
Initiative for a European Competence Network of Innovative Procurement;
 IT Procurement centralised in a single point of contact at federal level through a Central office
with a project to develop a central e-Procurement portal.
A decentralised PP system requires a differentiated approach to aggregation at different levels
consisting of CPBs at central level along with a tendency to do joint procurement at local level.
Together with the Coordination Unit - Government Purchasing Authority of the Ministry of Internal
Affairs (Kaufhaus des Bundes), there are four central purchasing bodies at federal level, which, in terms
of professionalisation, provide the following benefits for buyers: specialised know-how and training,
standard technical solutions for the federal administration, E-Procurement, price reductions due to
higher purchase quantities and favourable contract conditions.
Finally, practical advice is provided by a Joint Service Bodies of the Chambers of Commerce and Crafts
(Auftragsberatungsstellen) at the federal states level to Contracting authorities as well as companies.
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www.bmwi.de/Navigation/EN/Home/home.html
https://www.koinno-bmwi.de/

Tools
CASE 4.
EUROPEAN COMMISSION - QUALITY OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
- A TOOLBOX FOR PRACTITIONERS
The European Commission published the Quality of Public Administration Toolbox aiming to
support, guide and encourage those who want to modernise public administrations in support of
prosperous, fair and resilient societies. It is intended as a reference and resource by pointing readers to
existing EU policies and international practices, illustrated by almost 170 inspirational case studies.
The document sets the scene for readers, lays out principles and values of good governance,
summarises the seven thematic chapters (policy-making, ethics and anti-corruption, institutions, service
delivery, business environment, justice systems and public finance management), and sets out some
considerations for managing thematic objective 11 ('enhancing institutional capacity of public
authorities and stakeholders and efficient public administration') of the European Structural and
Investment Funds (ESIF).
The Toolbox is downloadable in its abridged and full versions, and periodically updated and extended to
cover new areas.
ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/quality-public-administration-toolboxpractitioners

CASE 5.
OECD - GUIDE ON HOW TO ELABORATE A PROCUREMENT
CAPACITY STRATEGY
The 2015 OECD Recommendation on public procurement (see infra) calls upon countries to
develop a procurement workforce with the capacity to continually deliver value for money efficiently
and effectively (i.e.: “capacity building”). This guide is a follow-up to the Recommendation and
provides contracting authorities/entities willing to develop their procurement capacity strategy with a
step-by-step procedure as well as with good practice examples.
To implement of an efficient capacity building strategy, it is advisable to follow these steps:
1. Provide leadership: Creating the steering committee
2. Identify the issues: Assessing the workforce
3. Establish perspective: Identifying the goals
4. Seek solutions: Finding the appropriate training solutions
5. Design the programme: Drafting the strategic action plan
6. Include training: Drafting the training action plan
7. Remember resources: Financing the strategy
8. Monitor the results: Learning and adapting
http://www.oecd.org/governance/ethics/Roadmap-Procurement-Capacity-Strategy.pdf
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 1.b. Coordination with other public policies, including eGovernment
Professionalisation strategies should be
developed in coordination with other policies
within the government in terms of setting
strategic directions, priorities. The first
connection should be drawn with any effort
at professionalisation of public administration
in general, where a special focus should be
put on procurement aspects. On the other
hand, it should also be linked with general
developments in the functioning of public
services, such as reducing red tape, better
regulation, user centricity as well as
digitisation and eGovernement. This is
particularly relevant for eProcurement.
Public procurement often
delays and inefficiencies due
organisations have complex
processes. As a result, some
have introduced processes

procedures and aimed at reducing waste,
saving time and limiting administrative
burden for contracting authorities/entities, as
well as economic operators. Such a process
can be conducted government or public
sector-wide or at organisational level
depending on the scope of the exercise.
Often, streamlining of processes and
procedures is conducted on the basis of
management approaches, such as for
instance the Lean Sourcing approach.
Furthermore, it is essential to bring the
staff on-board with the new changes, as
this may result in a significant impact on how
their daily work functions. In such cases,
providing training to staff is effective to
ensure that the procurement processes are
streamlined not only on paper but also in
practice.

presents long
to the fact that
and redundant
Member States
to streamline

Good practices
CASE 6.
GERMANY – PROVIDING EXPERTISE ON INNOVATIVE AND
SUSTAINABLE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
The Competence Centre for Innovative Procurement (KOINNO) was set up and is run by the Association for
Supply Chain Management, Procurement, and Logistics e.V. (BME) for the Federal Ministry of Economic
Affairs and Energy (BMWi). Within KOINNO, the BME established a department aiming at providing support
contracting authorities/entities at national, regional and local level, in particular putting in place a forum for
discussions about future trends on innovation and knowledge and good practices exchange between public
sector organisations and economic operators, inter alia.
Moreover, the referred Competence Centre for Sustainable Public Procurement was set up in order to
promote sustainable procurement at the federal level and to put ideas into practice. The Centre is based on
the federal programme of sustainability “Translating sustainability into concrete administrative actions”,
focusing its activities on the collection and distribution of information on good practices, the provision of
advice on public procurement to contracting authorities/entities, as well as the provision of dedicated
trainings, lectures and events on sustainable public procurement. For that purpose, the centre has the task
of horizontal and vertical integration, namely, targeting contracting authorities/entities at federal, state and
local level.
In order to foster the use of innovative public procurement through the identification of good practices, the
BME together with the BMWi created in 2006 the prize Innovation schafft Vorsprung (‘Innovation creates a
lead’). Moreover, the BME cooperates closely with the Competence Centre for Sustainable Procurement
(Kompetenzstelle für nachhaltige Beschaffung) within the Procurement Department of the Federal Ministry
of the Interior with the aim of integrating experiences and exchange knowledge.
https://www.koinno-bmwi.de/
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CASE 7.

UNITED KINGDOM – IMPLEMENTING LEAN SOURCING APPROACH

In 2012, the Minister for the Cabinet Office mandated Lean Sourcing principles across the central
government in order to speed up the procurement process and reduce the administrative burden linked to
long delays and associated waste and costs. The implementation of Lean Sourcing resulted in the design of
a number of ‘Standard Operating Procedures’, which optimise the efficiency of the process of each main
procurement procedure. The ‘Standard Operating Procedures’ were published for use of all civil servants
dealing with procurement. In addition, staff is encouraged to follow a specific training on how to implement
the new procedures.
The introduction of Lean sourcing also resulted in a number of high-level recommendations aimed at
speeding up and improving procurement procedures at central government level. Specifically, the use of the
open procedure is encouraged, as this procedure has only one main step compared to the other procedures,
and is therefore speedier. Furthermore, the Lean Sourcing approach places great emphasis into the
preparation stage of the tender, paying particular attention to SMEs, specifically by encouraging the division
of contracts into lots.
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/crown-commercial-service

 1.c. Taking stock of developments in other Member States and at
international level
Cross-border exchange of knowledge and
good practices allows for the replication of
proven
successful
solutions
between
countries,
particularly enabling public
procurement practitioners at a local level to
develop the necessary knowledge, skills and
tools through a results-oriented approach.

end
users
such
as
contracting
authorities/entities and economic operators.
Technical assistance usually takes the form
of trainings provided in cooperation with
experts from public authorities of a third
country, and normally comprises an initial
assessment aimed at identifying weaknesses
in the national public procurement system as
well as the actors most likely to benefit from
the cross-border knowledge exchange
exercise.
Moreover,
several
technical
assistance programmes rely on the use of
innovative e-learning tools which have the
potential to further amplify the impact of
cross-border knowledge exchange.

In the context of public procurement reform,
several international organisations have
laid down programmes aimed at providing
trainings and technical assistance in capacity
building to countries across the globe. Most of
these programmes target both public
authorities – ministries, regulatory agencies –
at the central level of government as well as
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Good practices
CASE 8.
INTERNATIONAL NETWORK - GLOBAL LEAD CITY NETWORK ON
SUSTAINABLE PROCUREMENT
The Global Lead City Network on Sustainable Procurement is a group of 14 cities committed to drive
a transition to sustainable consumption and production by implementing sustainable and innovation
procurement. All participating cities are acting as ambassadors of sustainable procurement to lead to a
resource efficient, low carbon and socially responsible society.
The 14 cities are: Seoul (Republic of Korea), Auckland (New Zealand), Budapest (Hungary), Buenos Aires
(Argentina), Cape Town (South Africa), Denver (United States), Ghent (Belgium), Helsinki (Finland), Montréal
(Canada), Oslo (Norway), Rotterdam (The Netherlands), Tshwane (South Africa), Quezon City (Philippines) and
Warsaw (Poland).
By introducing sustainability criteria, government organizations are generating tangible advantages for
society, the environment and the economy.
Cities participating in the Network are leading by example globally in sustainable procurement
implementation. They have committed to set ambitious, quantified targets on SPP, report on achievements,
act as global and regional champions of SPP
The Global Lead City Network on Sustainable Procurement is producing a series of publications,
presentations and other tools of interest for public authorities implementing sustainable procurement and
procurement of innovation practices.
ICLEI is the worldwide supporting network, comprising over 1.000 cities, towns and metropolises that are
building towards a sustainable future.
www.glcn-on-sp.org/home

Tools
CASE 9.
EUROPEAN COMMISSION - E-LIBRARY OF PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
GOOD PRACTICES
This e-library is a collection of solutions and approaches for improving public procurement processes.
The good practices in the e-library are primarily targeted at public procurement policy-makers and public
officials involved in designing and implementing public procurement systems.
The e-library contains descriptive information designed to inform a decision about adopting the good
practice into your public procurement laws and systems, including:
 A summary of the good practice;
 Description of its impact on public procurement objectives;
 Key success factors for good practice implementation;
 Inputs needed for implementation;
 Case studies.
ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/policy/how/improving-investment/public-procurement/e-library/

CASE 10.

OECD – RECOMMENDATION AND TOOLBOX OF GOOD PRACTICES

In 2015, the Council of the OECD adopted a Recommendation on Public Procurement (hereafter, the
Recommendation), composed of 12 integrated principles (see below), that ensures the strategic and holistic
use of public procurement. It is a reference for modernising procurement systems and can be applied across
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all levels of government and state owned enterprises. It addresses the entire procurement cycle while
integrating public procurement with other elements of strategic governance such as budgeting, financial
management and additional forms of services delivery.
The Recommendation, composed of 12 integrated principles, ensures a strategic and holistic approach in
the use of public procurement, helping achieve efficiency and wider societal goals – i.a.: sustainability, social
inclusion, innovation. It is a reference for modernising procurement systems and can be applied across all
levels of government as well as state owned enterprises. It addresses the entire procurement cycle while
integrating public procurement with other elements of strategic consideration such as budgeting, financial
management and additional forms of services delivery.
http://www.oecd.org/gov/public-procurement/recommendation/
The Recommendation is also accompanied by a toolbox providing policy tools, specific country examples as
well as indicators to measure your public procurement system as well as a “Checklist” aiming at encouraging
self-assessment and providing a starting-point for implementing the Recommendation.
http://www.oecd.org/governance/procurement/toolbox/
http://www.oecd.org/governance/procurement/toolbox/search/checklist-implementation-oecdrecommendation.pdf

CASE 11. EBRD/UNCITRAL – INITIATIVES FOR ENHANCING PUBLIC
PROCUREMENT IN THE CIS COUNTRIES AND MONGOLIA
 The EBRD and UNCITRAL Initiative on Enhancing Public Procurement Regulation in the CIS Countries and
Mongolia was introduced in 2011 with the aim of providing assistance in public procurement reform in the
concerned countries. Recently, the Initiative was expanded to provide technical assistance to the countries in
the Maghreb and Mashrek areas.
One of the projects was the provision of technical assistance for facilitating the participation of SMEs in
public tenders conducted by Tunisian contracting authorities/entities via the newly established eProcurement System (TUNEPS). For the implementation of this particular project, EBRD and Tunisian
officials relied on the resources of the Korean Knowledge Sharing Programme. The project included three
key components:
1) review of existing public procurement procedures;
2) policy advice for development of business friendly procedures for small value contracts;
3) capacity building to support implementation, including upgrade of the TUNEPS helpdesk.
http://www.ppi-ebrd-uncitral.com/
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Recommendation 2
Member States should also encourage and support contracting authorities/entities in
implementing the national professionalisation strategies, developing professionalisation
initiatives as well as appropriate policy architecture and cooperation for a more
coordinated, efficient and strategic procurement based on, among other thing:
a) increased cooperation
authorities/entities; and

between

relevant

services

and between

contracting

b) the expertise of training institutions, central purchasing bodies and of procurementoriented professional organisations.

 2.a. Encourage cooperation between relevant services and between
contracting authorities/entities
Member
States
should
encourage
mechanisms within the contracting
authorities oriented at making public
procurement more efficient and strategic.

critical element for the success of any
procurement strategy.
Cooperation
between
different
contracting authorities within a region, a
country or across the EU may be of great
support when pursuing specific policy
objectives such as sustainable or innovative
procurement in order to exchange experience
and approach more complex issues.

Coordinating with other policy priorities,
involving and reaching out for expertise
of other services within the contracting
authority, as well as acquiring knowledge of
end recipients’ needs and capacity of
economic
operators
through
market
consultations is a

Good practices
CASE 12.
BELGIUM – CITY OF GHENT: INTEGRATED STRATEGIES FOR
STRATEGIC PROCUREMENT
In order to become a ‘smart city’, the city of Ghent developed different strategies which are combined and
translated into real life procurement, thus enabling municipal authorities to use its purchasing power to
make a change on several fronts at once. Together with internal and external experts, stakeholders and
citizens the city's leading political coalition developed an ambitious mission statement which was translated
into different strategies and plans (procurement strategy, food strategy, mobility plan, i.a.).
The different integrated strategies implemented by the municipality relied on support at the political
level and required a long term vision and awareness of the bargaining power of public procurement
practitioners, together with the necessary room for trial and error.
Another important element was the collaboration with experts belonging to different functions and
professions within the municipal government, as well as partners outside the city government such as
academia, professional organisations as well as other local authorities across the EU.
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The implementation of these integrated strategies also demands cooperation with economic operators
and other stakeholders through market consultation, to better translate the goals embedded in the
strategy into practical matters.
Finally, the integrated strategies included building up expertise on a particular subject matter – i.e.: food
procurement strategy for local schools – or regrouping similar topics so practitioners can acquire
specialised knowledge and skills.
https://stad.gent/smartcity-en

CASE 13. FINLAND - HANSEL OY AND AGGREGATION AS A DRIVER OF COOPERATION
Hansel Oy, a state-owned non-profit limited company, acts as a central purchasing body (CPB) and is
designed to increase the Government's savings by entering into framework agreements for procurement
and providing ancillary procurement services to central government departments and offices. Such services
include, inter alia:,
 offering tender consultancy to contracting authorities;
 providing electronic tendering and ordering tools;
 offering support and coordination in procurement to contracting authorities.
Already at outset it was clear that the only way to get the users acceptance to the new model was to
engage the people working in various ministries and agencies in planning the future organisation but also
the service it would offer to its customers. The organisation also involves suppliers in the planning process
through extensive market consultation whereby the suppliers learn new issues about public procurement.
The future users were invited to participate in the planning of the first framework agreements, a custom
that has since then been built into the organisation’s established standard processes and practices.
www.hansel.fi/en/

Tools
CASE 14. EUROPEAN COMMISSION - HORIZON2020 PROJECTS – BUYZET AND
SPICE: SUPPORT FOR BUYERS DEALING WITH URBAN MOBILITY SOLUTIONS
 BuyZET Project: Develop innovative procurement plans to help the participating cities achieve
their goals of zero emission urban delivery of goods and services.
The core cities in the project - Rotterdam, Oslo and Copenhagen - will first identify which goods and service
procurement areas have the highest "transportation footprint". Accordingly, each city will select two
procurement areas to focus on for the project.
For each priority area, the cities will then:
a) Instigate in-depth market consultation activities with all relevant supply chain actors to identify potential
procurement pathways to achieving zero emission delivery;
b) Identify and engage with other significant public and private buyers with the aim of establishing a buyers
group, launching joint or collaborative procurement actions.
Based on these activities, each city will prepare procurement plans, identifying specific upcoming tenders
where the innovative solutions identified will be applied.
The core group of cities will be joined by a group of Observer Cities, who will closely engage with project
activities and be encouraged to also carry out the defined activities within or following the project period.
http://www.buyzet.eu/
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 SPICE Project: Facilitating public procurement of innovative sustainable transport and
mobility solutions in urban areas
The demand for sustainable and innovative transportation requires more advance methods of procurement
to address key parameters such as innovation, scalability, interoperability etc. SPICE will give an invaluable
chance to public authorities to share their experiences of procurement of innovative sustainable
transportation solutions and to learn from each other.
Over a 24-month timeframe, this project will enable public procurers to form a stakeholder group. This
project will gather the best practices at national, regional and city levels by engaging with leading European
cities and regions, industry and academic institutions using various instruments (e.g. PCP, public-privateinnovation partnerships, market consultation, award criteria). It will carry out in-depth analyses on current
practices, produce a set of recommendations and assist public authorities through capacity building and
knowledge transfer activities.
Finally, using the project as platform, SPICE will form a number of buyers groups to work on strategies on
how to plan joint, cross-border procurement actions for their sustainable transportation projects, and – if
possible – to commence planning of such actions during the timeframe of the SPICE project.
http://spice-project.eu

 2.b. Reliance on the expertise and support of training institutions,
central purchasing bodies and of procurement-oriented professional
organisations
When putting into practice the policy
guidelines stemming from superior echelons
in the public administration structure – i.e.:
such as Ministries or regulatory agencies –
contracting authorities/entities may encounter
difficulties arising from insufficient know-how
or financial and human resources.

Besides providing public procurement
practitioners with more visibility, they can act
as centres for the dissemination of
information through the publication of
journals, handbooks and compendia, as well
as providing additional business information
services.

Training institutions such as public
administration schools, as well as expertise
centres, central purchasing bodies or
professional organisations can play a
supporting role in creating synergies and
providing contracting authorities/entities with
the right support in terms of knowledge and
capacities.

Furthermore,
they
can
enhance
professionalism in public procurement
through their role as centres of expertise,
providing consultancy and advisory
services to public procurement practitioners
as well as managing training programmes,
webinars, seminars and exhibitions.
Overall, they can help bring consistency to
the whole public procurement function,
aggregating expertise and bringing together
professionals from different functions (e.g.
legal, financial, logistical) and levels (local,
regional, central, international).

Such organisations can play a role in
shaping the impact of the public
procurement function by developing
professionalisation initiatives.
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Good practices
CASE 15. AUSTRIA – SUPPORT FOR INNONATIVE AND SUSTAINABLE
PROCUREMENT
The Bundesbeschaffung (BBG), the central purchasing body operating under the wing of the Federal Ministry
for Finance, has set up a procurement competence centre with a team dedicated to providing legal
advice to contracting authorities/entities. It cooperates with the Federal Attorney's Office and the Federal
Chancellery to this purpose.
Furthermore, the BBG operates the IÖB service, created in 2013 as a start-up and coordination centre for
the promotion of public procurement of innovation in Austria. The IÖB provides training and disseminates
information about pre-commercial procurement (PCP) and public procurement of innovation (PPI). In
cooperation with the Federal Administrative Academy, the IÖB service centre regularly organises seminars
aimed at raising awareness among decision-makers and procurement practitioners about the benefits of
innovative and sustainable procurement.
www.ioeb.at/

CASE 16. FRANCE – RESAH - CENTRAL PURCHASING BODY AND RESOURCE
CENTRE IN THE HEALTH SECTOR
The Réseau des Acheteurs Hospitaliers (RESAH) was created in 2007 as a public not-for-profit organisation
(“contracting authority”) and is now one of the main key players of healthcare procurement in France.
Besides being a central purchasing body for the health and social sector, it acts also as a Resource and
Expertise Centre. It provides support and levers beyond simple scale effect, such as:
 support to transformation and change in the organisational management;
 developing interoperable IT solutions;
 delivering training for purchasing and logistics teams.
www.resah.fr/

CASE 17. FRANCE – ASSOCIATION FOR SOURCING IN PUBLIC SERVICES
(APASP)
APASP, Association Pour l’Achat dans les Services Publics, is a national non-profit association of individuals
and organisations active in public procurement, comprised of around 2000 members including public
authorities at the local level and the healthcare and education sectors, as well as economic operators and
students in public procurement-related programmes.
The APASP's goal is to promote the professionalisation of the public buyers by means of training, advice
and information exchange, hence improving the image of the profession as a whole.
Among the different activities carried out by APASP, there are:
 several types of business information services available to its members, such as synthesis and analysis
of public procurement rules, and publication of dictionary of public procurement;
 trainings;
 conferences;
 exhibitions;
 internships for students enrolled in dedicated public procurement programmes.
APASP produced a mobile application collecting all jurisprudence and notices from the Ministry of
Economy and Finance with commentaries.
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APASP is also an intermediary between its members and different partners and bodies such as the
Ministry for Economy and Finance, the State Purchasing Directorate (DAE), the central purchasing body
(UGAP) or the European Commission.
The association also assists its members by means of technical support, acts as official support for the
Marchés à procédure adaptée (MAPA) publication, and finally operates as a sourcing platform and a
meeting platform between public procurement practitioners and economic operators.
www.apasp.com
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HUMAN RESOURCES:
IMPROVING TRAINING AND
CAREER MANAGEMENT
OF PROCUREMENT PRACTITIONERS
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Recommendation 3
Member States should identify and define the baseline of skills and competences any
public procurement practitioner should be trained in and possess, taking into account the
multidisciplinary nature of procurement projects, both for dedicated procurement officials
and for related functions as well as for judges and auditors, such as:
a) frameworks for skills and competences to support recruitment and career
management processes and in designing training curricula; and
b) a common competence framework for public procurement at European level.

 3.a. Framework for skills and competences and training curricula
A competency framework defines the
knowledge, skills and attributes needed
for people within an organization or a specific
profession. Each individual role will have its
own set of competences needed to perform
the job effectively.

central purchasing body. Various curricula,
either ‘basic’ or ‘advanced’, may be defined
depending on the level of skills required of
the practitioners.
The curriculum generally covers a broad
spectrum of topics such as legal and
regulatory aspects (e.g. choice of procedure)
as well as economic and social aspects of
public procurement, e.g. market knowledge,
needs analysis, supplier analysis, knowledge
of including accessibility for persons with
disabilities into the public procurement
process.

By defining the curriculum of necessary
skills and competences, it is ensured that
public procurement practitioners not only
have a solid understanding of the legal
requirements, but are also able to achieve
better results in procurement.
Defining a competence framework is also
useful for the long-term development of
skills required for the job, e.g. for designing
training and capacity building activities
adapted to the specific needs of the
practitioners.

The competence framework goes hand-inhand
with
a
pre-defined
training
programme as well as final examination to
ensure that procurers effectively master the
skills defined in the curriculum.
In some specific cases, the requirement to
attend a standardised training and obtain a
certification can be set as a pre-condition
for being allowed to carry out the job.

A competence framework may vary in scope:
it can consist of a standard curriculum
established at national level; or it may be
defined at organisational level, for instance,
as part of the human resource policy of a
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Good practices
CASE 18. UNITED KINGDOM - COMMERCIAL SKILLS AND COMPETENCY
FRAMEWORK COVERING PRE-MARKET, SOURCING AND POST-CONTRACT
AWARD
The Commercial Skills and Competency Framework, developed by the Crown Commercial Service (CCS),
details an exhaustive set of competencies that public procurement practitioners should acquire during their
professional career.
The competency framework covers three main areas:
 Sourcing, such as procurement policy and EU procurement regulatory framework, organisational
specific process, procurement project resource, pre-procurement market engagement, executing the esourcing strategy;
 Contract and Supplier Management, including transition to contract and supplier relationship
management, contract administration, performance and relationship management, exit and re-procurement
/ closedown;
 Category Management, including principle and process knowledge, initiating a category management
process, developing and implementing the strategy, maintaining and improving the category.
The competency framework is part of a wider policy aiming at improving the capacity of all the civil service,
with various frameworks for different professions (civil service competency framework, etc.) and
complemented with a series of 25 professional networks (for procurement, finance, communication, IT,
planning, etc.). It is also complemented by a graduation scheme and an apprenticeship scheme.
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/crown-commercial-service and
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/civil-service-procurement-profession/about

CASE 19. SCOTLAND – PROCUREMENT COMPETENCY FRAMEWORK INCLUDING
THE GLOBAL STRANDS SET BY THE CHARTERED INSTITUTE OF
PROCUREMENT AND SUPPLY
The Scottish Procurement Competency Framework, set up in 2006, identifies skills and competency levels
required by staff involved in the procurement process. It helps people take ownership of their personal
development through a skills assessment tool, identifying training and development needs and supporting
career planning. The framework is intended to complement, not replace, existing personal development tools
in organisations.
The purposes of the competencies are to frame expectation within procurement roles and help identify
skills, development opportunities and career paths. Given the diversity of the organisations, it is recognised
that the use and application of this framework will vary from organisation to organisation. Not all
competencies listed may be required at any given level; rather it will depend on job grade, job family and
role within the organisation.
The content has been refreshed in 2016 to reflect the changing Scottish public procurement context and the
global standards set by the Chartered Institute of Procurement and Supply, working in close collaboration
with representatives from across the Scottish public sector.
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Government/Procurement/Capability/proccompfw

CASE 20. FRANCE - A SINGLE REFERENCE FRAMEWORK FOR PROCUREMENT
TRAININGS
The State Purchasing Directorate (DAE) was created on March 2016 with the mission of defining the State’s
purchasing policy. The DAE provides trainings to public buyers and is in command of the overall purchasing
training program strategy.
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DAE has defined a professional purchasing “family”: 5 business areas encompassing 27 registered
procurement professions. These 5 business areas are:
 Purchasing Manager
 Buyer
 Purchasing Engineering Advisor
 Public procurement Editor
 Provider / purchaser
The objective of this 'family' is to give recognition to the whole procurement function by the different
State's ministries and agencies, and externally by suppliers.
An official HR reference framework was also set up after a process of inter-ministerial consultation with
the aim of:
 Defining precisely the nature and task of each procurement function;
 Ensuring adequate career management and give consistency to the professional PP family scheme;
 Setting up a reference framework for PP for a better definition of PP professions, enhancing career
paths and mobility.
www.economie.gouv.fr/dae
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 3.b. Contributing to a common competence framework for public
procurement at European level
Member States (e.g. IE, UK) can serve as a
base for developing such a common
framework at EU level, serving as inspiration
for other Member States.

As
a
follow-up
action
to
the
Recommendation,
the
Commission
is
envisaging the creation of the European
Competence Framework (ECF) that will list
the minimum skills and competencies any
procurement officer in the EU must possess.

Developing an ECF for procurement is seen,
through early consultations with MS
authorities, as a useful tool to foster
professionalisation in procurement in the
Member States, to which they will be invited
to contribute.

Such a competence framework intends to be
a practical tool facilitating initial and
vocational training, recruitment and
human resources management, as well as
administrative capacity management in public
procurement.

The implementation of the ECF in the Member
States should lead to better data and
awareness of the structure of the
procurement administrative capacity,
better evaluation of training and
recruitment needs, and further down the
line the creation of incentives – based on
concrete competency achievements – to
deliver better results through awards and
career management.

The
use
of
European
Competence
Frameworks, and in general competence
based management, is increasing in the
Commission policies for enhancing skills and
competencies (e.g. TAXUD developed an ECF
for customs with the objective of raising the
overall competence and effectiveness of
European customs services, detailed below).
Competence models for PP professionals
developed with success in several

Good practices
CASE 21.

EUROPEAN COMMISSION - EU CUSTOMS COMPETENCY FRAMEWORK

A European Union Customs Competency Framework (EU Customs CFW) is available for national customs
services and businesses having to deal with customs. It has been developed in collaboration with public and
private experts from EU Member States (MS), the World Customs Organization (WCO) and other
international sources.
The goal is to help harmonise and raise customs performance standards throughout the EU. In addition, it
offers tools to map and adapt the agreed EU Customs competencies and role descriptions to varying
organisational and structural customs realities. The framework provides a mechanism to further improve
organisational performance of the customs profession, even in difficult times.
It allows to:
 identify competency gaps and training needs;
 mitigate the risks related to pending retirement waves;
 assess staff against established standards;
 raise customs performance standards;
 improve both operational and human resources processes.
The framework includes four groups of competencies: the core values, professional, operational and
managerial competencies. All competencies are further specified with well-defined proficiency levels:
‘awareness’, ‘trained’, ‘advanced’ and ‘expert’.
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Building on this framework, two European Training Curricula for Customs have been developed, one for
the public sector, one for the private sector. These curricula set out the ‘Learning Topics’ and ‘Learning
Outcomes’ for training programmes that are tailored towards customs professionals working in the
European Union. Using these curricula even further, a set of Reference Training Programmes has been
created for training providers as a basis for comparison to build or enhance their training programme
structures and training materials.
An EU Recognition Process for customs training programmes is currently being driven forward. Its purpose is
to deliver a quality label for the accredited Customs Training programmes (Masters, Bachelors, Expert
modules or vocational training courses).
https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/eu-training/eu-customs-competency-framework_en
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Recommendation 4
Member States should develop appropriate training programmes – initial and
lifelong – based on data and needs assessment, as well as competence frameworks where
available, such as:
a) developing and/or supporting the development of the initial training offer, at graduate
and post-graduate level and other entry-level career training;
b) providing and/or supporting a comprehensive, targeted and accessible offer of lifelong
training and learning;
c) multiplying the training offer via innovative, interactive solutions or eLearning
tools, as well as replication schemes; and
d) drawing benefits from academic cooperation and research to develop a sound
theoretical backing for procurement solutions.

 4.a. Initial training offer by supporting learning programmes at
graduate and post-graduate level and entry-level career training
Initial
training
refers
to
learning
programmes aimed at prospective public
procurement practitioners and carried out at
the graduate or post-graduate educational
level, usually before practitioners start their
respective professional careers or with a view

to perform tasks requiring more expertise or
to occupy more senior positions.
Initial training programmes could be
developed
by
supporting
university
programmes at graduate and post-graduate
level and entry-level career training.

Good practices
CASE 22. POLAND - PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN THE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
OFFICE AND UNIVERSITIES
The Public Procurement Office (PPO) has teamed up with ten universities to offer a postgraduate
program in public procurement covering the entire procurement process from the preparation of tender
documentation to award.
In order to join the sponsoring program, the Universities have to commit themselves to follow-up the PPO
Charter which defines the curriculum of postgraduate studies in the field of public procurement. The
sponsoring program has several advantages for both PPO and the Universities. For PPO it is a way of
establishing a partnership with the universities to develop and implement post graduate curriculum. In
return, the universities gain the PPO's recognition and endorsement.
The PPO is also funding a reward for a master thesis related to public procurement.
https://www.uzp.gov.pl/baza-wiedzy/przedsiewziecia-edukacyjne/studia-podyplomowe-podpatronatem-prezesa-uzp/wzorcowy-program-studiow-podyplomowych
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CASE 23.
ITALY - POST-GRADUATE EUROPEAN MASTER PROGRAMME FOR
PROCUREMENT PROFESSIONALS AROUND THE GLOBE (IMPPM)
The International Master in Public Procurement Management (IMPPM) is a full time, advanced,
interdisciplinary, postgraduate Master Programme in English, organised by the Department of Economy and
Finance, together with the Departments of Law and Industrial Engineering of Tor Vergata University in
Rome.
Tor Vergata, with the support of the EBRD, the Central European Initiative and the Italian Ministry of
Economy and Finance, developed an international program which provides a hands-on approach and utilises
instruments such as case studies combined with theory with an interdisciplinary procurement team of
experts ranging from various fields (ethics, law, negotiation, economics, quality management, audit, IT,
strategy, planning, sustainability). IMPPM has delivered three successful generations of Master level
procurement proficiency, encompassing almost 100 participants from 22 countries and 67 diverse entities
and institutions.
http://www.masterprocurement.eu/

CASE 24.

FRANCE – SPECIALISED MASTER DEGREE IN PROCUREMENT

The University of Paris-Sud (Paris XI) offers a master programme entitled Public contracts and procurements
– the public purchasing practice. The programme aims at reflecting the multidisciplinary approach of the
subject-matter:
 .legal pillar: focusing on European public procurement, concessions and public private partnership
contracts, judicial remedies and policy architecture in Africa;
 economic pillar: on finance and public contracts taxation, forbidden agreements (i.e.: cartels) and
abuse of dominant position and also public and private accounting;
 practical pillar: on the public buyer profession, defining needs, drafting specifications, dialogue and
negotiation, prevention and litigation management and on organisation and strategy for public procurement
of services through electronic tools.
After a 7-month course, students have to complete an internship within a public sector organisation or a
company for a period between 4 to 6 months. It is very common for students to find internships both in the
public and private sectors.
http://www.u-psud.fr/fr/index.html

CASE 25.
MALTA – INITIAL TRAINING PROGRAMME IN COLLABORATION
BETWEEN SEVERAL INSTITUTIONS
In 2015 the Institute for Public Service (IPS) in coordination with the Malta College for Arts, Science and
Technology (MCAST), the Chartered Institute of Procurement and Supply (CIPS), and the Department of
Contracts (DoC, Ministry for Finances), organised a Diploma in Procurement and Supplies for public officers.
This Diploma aims to provide public officers with a degree that can help them develop a professional career
in public procurement and provide advice and guidance to key stakeholders on the performance of
organisational procedures as well as the public procurement process. The main focus of the Diploma is on
Organisational Procedures and Processes, Planning, Risk Management, Data Analysis.
Currently the Department of Contracts (DoC), in coordination with the Office of the Prime Minister and
MCAST, is pondering the prospect of offering a 3-year course leading upon completion to the award of a
Degree in Public Procurement.
http://mfin.gov.mt/en/Pages/default.aspx
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 4.b. Comprehensive, targeted and accessible offer of lifelong training
and learning
Lifelong training aims at providing
procurement practitioners with sufficient and
updated knowledge taking into consideration
the modifications in legislation and national
procedures they have to be aware of. It
implies a certain frequency of the training
sessions, accompanied by awareness raising
events, conferences and newsletters covering
new developments in the legal and
technological environment.

It should also be tailored to specific needs
and target groups (central purchasing
bodies, audit authorities, public procurement
practitioners at the level of contracting
authorities/entities)
and
differentiated
between those who prepare the tenders and
those who make the decisions at the level of
contracting authorities/entities, as well as
economic operators, SMEs, judges or auditors
as specific target groups with dedicated
training curricula.

Trainings should be comprehensive in
terms of skills and oriented not only
towards basic procedures but also towards
advanced purchasing technique aimed at
obtaining better value for money (negotiation,
sourcing, evaluation and definition of needs,
inter alia), and content (market analysis,
operational
good
practices,
legal
interpretation, etcetera).

It should be noted that the training needs
will not be the same in large organisations
with specialised functions and small
contracting authorities, which represent the
vast majority of public buyers, where less
specialised but more transversal skills will be
needed.

Good practices
CASE 26. AUSTRIA – BBG PUBLIC PROCUREMENT ACADEMY: DEDICATED
TRAINING PROGRAM
The Bundesbeschaffung (BBG), Austria’s central purchasing body, set up the Public Procurement Academy to
train its own buyers. BBG launched the Academy and its customised training programmes to professionalise
their staff with specific skills needed to conduct public procurement, considering that BBG usually recruits
professionals with product-related expertise, who often lack specific knowledge about the workings of the
public administration.
 On-boarding programme: most employees recruited from the private sector with no familiarity with
PP. Trainings on essential information on frameworks and procedures (10 days)
 Certified PP Professionals: with special skills and competences (2/5 years)
 Leadership programme: trainings for top management (2/5 years)
 Forum: training for suppliers and customers on PP law (2 days)
The training includes various aspects of procurement, such as legal, economic and purchasing aspects of
procurement covering the key phases of the procurement cycle, i.e. pre-award, tender phase and postaward. Particular attention is paid to soft skills development, such as communication and negotiation.
Training is provided both by in-house and external experts to give a balanced perspective on procurement in
the context of a central purchasing body and outside of it.
www.bbg.gv.at/
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CASE 27.

IRELAND – GO-2-TENDER TRAINING SCHEME FOR SMES

InterTradeIreland, an agency of the Department of Jobs Enterprise and Innovation in Ireland (DJEI) and the
Department for the Economy, provides a number of services to business with the goal to enhance growth
opportunities, innovation and competitiveness. Among other tasks, it is recognised on the market for
offering services targeted specifically at SMEs aimed at helping them compete in procurement markets.
The Go-2-Tender training scheme, is a two-day practical workshop designed for an SME audience, covering
key aspects of procurement, such as identifying opportunities, bid/no bid decision, as well as drafting
successful proposals. The workshops are conducted by experienced tender specialists and speakers from the
central government procurement organisations. Half a day of the workshop is dedicated to mentoring
sessions. Participants can also apply for a follow-up workshop.
Workshops are offered in various locations and participation fees of 100 € apply. To participate, companies
must meet a number of eligibility criteria, such as being classified as an SME, operating in the
manufacturing and tradable services sectors, ability to demonstrate export potential, among other
attributes. Since the programme was introduced in 2007, over 900 companies have completed the
workshop.
InterTradeIreland also organises Meet the Buyer events, where SMEs have the opportunity to meet public
sector buyers face-to-face.
Finally, the agency offers FAQs, guides, videos and presentations as well as dedicated events on emerging
trends that impact the procurement environment for SMEs.
www.intertradeireland.com/go-2-tender/

CASE 28.

ROMANIA – TARGETED TRAININGS FOR JUDGES

The National Council for Solving Complaints (CNSC) of Romania acts as a specialised review body and
manages first-instance review of procurement procedures. Appeals of CNSC decisions are allowed before
the Court of Appeal. To avoid resorting to costly and time-consuming involvement of experts during review
proceedings, Romania has developed a training programme to professionalise judges.
The National Institute of Magistracy (NIM) provides initial training as well as continuous trainings for future
judges and prosecutors.
In its 2017 continuous training plan, NIM offers 250 training activities available to judges and prosecutors
with more than 5,000 seats open. Training activities are specialised and cover various legal fields, as well as
non-legal areas including communication, personal development, judicial ethics and corruption, etc. Public
procurement is also covered and consists in the following three free-of-charge training activities:
 Six two-day trainings on centralised public procurement (co-financed by NIM and the Swiss Agency for
Development and Cooperation) aiming at improving professional skills of Romanian judges;
 Two two-day trainings courses (financed by the CNSC, the National Agency for Public Procurement
(ANAP) and NIM) that aim at unifying the judicial, administrative and jurisdictional practice and ensuring
vocational training for judges. Additionally, it covers new public procurement provisions;
 Two trainings courses (financed by the Internal Security Fund and the Anti-corruption Department of the
Romanian Ministry of Interior) to increase specialisation of personnel involved in the investigation and
research of corruption in public procurement including in relation to EU funded projects.
Romania has also developed a process for training need assessment. Needs-related information is gathered
via multiple sources including the professional association of magistrates, legal associations, judicial
trainers, courts and prosecutor’s offices. Once a list of needs is established, it is complemented by judges
and prosecutors’ suggestions for training topics made via an online system. This data represents the basis
for the elaboration of an annual training plan.
With the objective to better address local training needs, decentralised training courses are organised in
remote areas to enable face-to-face training with judges, coordinated and managed by NIM.
www.cnsc.ro/en/
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Tools
CASE 29. BULGARIA – PUBLIC PROCUREMENT TRAINING IN BULGARIA, AN
OECD PROJECT, FUNDED BY THE EU
In 2016 the OECD ran a one year project with the Bulgarian Government to support the development of
administrative capacity, training and dissemination of information, ensuring the effective application of
public procurement rules. The projects comprised the following steps:
1. Assessment of Needs of public officials in order to define training priorities: based on interviews with
relevant stakeholders and on the reports published by the European Commission on the public procurement
situation in Bulgaria.
2. Training of Trainers (ToT): the selection of trainings beneficiaries, aimed at individuals who will become
trainers for the 15 modules for the 3 years training plan, was carried out by the Investment Promotion
Agency (IPA) in collaboration with the OECD and key stakeholders. The set-up of the training workshop (ToT)
and pilot sessions consisted of:
 online pre-exam to assess knowledge prior to the workshops, and also to help monitoring impact.
 five days training workshop.
 practice sharing with peers and experts from European Union countries – i.e.: Austria, Finland, Italy,
Lithuania, Poland.
 post exam including two pilot sessions for the trainers to present a full module to others.
The OECD monitored the process, adjusted the content of each module and provided feedback on the
trainers’ performance.
3. Training Plan: the OECD developed jointly with key national stakeholders a 3-year training plan to
maximise the optimisation of the materials that were created for the project. The plan has four components:
1) face to face workshops/seminars (the main focus of the training plan); 2) e-learning; 3) on-the-job
training and job swapping strategy; and 4) communication and raising awareness strategy.
 "Public procurement training for Bulgaria: needs and priorities", is a key deliverable of the Project:
www.oecd.org/gov/ethics/guide-public-procurement-legislation-bulgaria.pdf

Legal
guide
developed
based
on
the
newly
transposed
www.oecd.org/gov/ethics/public-procurement-training-bulgaria_EN.pdf

CASE 30.

EU

directives:

PLATFORMS FOR TRAINING OF JUDGES (EJTN, ERA, EIPA)

Judges handling procurement cases occasionally need dedicated trainings in order to build specific expertise
in public procurement. It is important to support the training of judges in charge of procurement cases,
whether they are civil law or administrative law judges, via:
 training on national and EU public procurement legislations;
 using the Advice for Training Providers on European Judicial Training, the European Judicial Training
Network Handbook on Judicial Training Methodology in Europe and the good training practices mentioned on
the European e-Justice Portal (www.ejtn.eu/Documents/EJTN_JTM_Handbook_2016.pdf );
 Supporting training initiatives on transparency standards for public administration, both in general and
in particular for those Member States currently under a Cooperation and Verification Mechanism in matters
of judicial independence and fight against corruption.
The main platforms for the training of judges include:
 European Judicial Training Network (EJTN): EJTN develops training standards and curricula, coordinates
judicial training exchanges and programmes, disseminates training expertise and promotes cooperation
between EU judicial training institutions. In particular, it offers trainings, podcasts and seminars on topics
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such as the EU Public Procurement Law for Judges, the implementation of EU Directives on Public
Procurement and judicial reviews in matter of public procurement and contracts;
www.ejtn.eu/
 Academy of European Law (ERA): ERA organizes annual conferences on European Public Procurement
Law, annual summer courses on European Public Procurement Law, e-learnings on public procurement;
www.era.int/cgibin/cms?_SID=NEW&_sprache=en&_bereich=ansicht&_aktion=detail&schluessel=era
 European Institute for Public Administration (EIPA): Maastricht and Luxembourg offer various trainings
and seminars on Public Procurement, e.g. on PPP/ Private Finance Concessions; PP rules, Policy and Practice;
individual Learning need assessment; Integrity in the Public Administration; Recent Developments in
European Public Procurement and Case Law; Improving Public Sector Performance.
www.eipa.eu/

CASE 31.
SIGMA - PUBLIC PROCUREMENT TRAINING SYSTEM FOR STUDENTS
AND TRAINERS
At the request of the European Commission, SIGMA prepared in 2010 comprehensive training materials for
procurement practitioners in EU candidate and potential candidate countries (Instrument for Pre-Accession
Assistance IPA).
The project comprises:
 Training Manual for students and trainers (published by SIGMA in 2010, revised in 2015)
 Support for implementation of the training scheme in IPA countries (implemented by an EU funded
regional technical assistance project in 2010-2012).
The training manual was designed based on the EU PP Directives and good practice of EU Member States :
 provides several tools (case studies, exercises, tests) to be used in training classes;
 is accompanied by detailed methodological instructions for trainers;
 follows the chronology of the whole PP process and is organised around the topics that form PP
officers’ daily practice;
 contains a module for economic operators.
The training package is divided into two parts:
 Student’s Pack: main training materials (narrative, exercises, legal framework, self-test questions).
 Trainer’s Pack: additional resources for trainers (answers to exercises and questions, handouts, slides,
pedagogical instructions).
www.sigmaweb.org/publications/public-procurement-training-manual.htm
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 4.3. Innovative, interactive solutions or eLearning tools, as well as
promoting replication schemes with training of trainers at local level
Innovative tools and systems could
ensure a better quality of trainings. Elearning refers to the use of various
technologies and tools to support learning in
different contexts. Distant learning is
conducted via the internet with the aim to
support geographically distant individuals and
who do not have access to traditional
classroom education.

dissemination activities. Indeed, an e-learning
platform provides a transparent and open
interface to promote professional criteria and
standards related to public procurement and
to communicate the government’s priorities in
procurement policy. E-learning can take the
form of blended learning which consists in
combining face-to-face teaching with online
learning via pre-recorded teaching modules.

In the context of public procurement, elearning can be a useful tool to
professionalise procurement practitioners by
strengthening their professional development
and enhancing their knowledge and skills.

Disseminating trainings and providing
adequate ways to train the trainers can be
achieved through replication models. The top
level trainers should be certified in order to
provide the best services in terms of quality
and efficiency.

In addition, the e-learning platforms can
serve as tools for various promotional and

Good practices
CASE 32.

FRANCE – TRAINING SCHEMES FOR DISTANT LEARNING

The State Purchasing Directorate (Direction des Achats de l’Etat – DAE) has developed several training
schemes for distant learning:
 ORME classical online training: E-learning training on the fundamentals of public procurement and
on tools of dematerialization for drafting call of tenders.
 MOOC training: innovative and more accessible, specifically for public works: 15 short video modules
on real estate policies (purchasing strategies, purchasing leverage, negotiations, measure/ computing of
economic gains and national and European standards). The project will be expanded depending on success
of the first modules.
www.economie.gouv.fr/dae

CASE 33.

ITALY – CONSIP’S REPLICATION MODEL FOR TRAININGS

In 2003, as a result of the launch of a national initiative for the rationalisation of public administrations
aiming at streamlining public procurement, Consip – Italy’s central purchasing body – partnered with a
nationwide association of enterprises-suppliers to develop a network of dedicated training desks called
"Sportelli in Rete". The purpose of the initiative is to:
 Instruct suppliers in a more optimal use of the eProcurement tools available, hence fostering innovation
and efficiency.
 Promote the use of the eMarketplace tool – MEPA - among suppliers, especially SMEs
 Increase the participation of SMEs in Consip’s e-procurement activities, especially at the local and
regional level
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The replication model of CONSIP consists of providing training to local associations of suppliers and
subsequently allowing them to train the local companies. The geographical barriers no longer exist. Training
helps expand business opportunities for both contracting authorities and suppliers, thus contribution to the
creation of a "multiplication effect".
Consip’s experts train associations’ staff who subsequently train local SMEs free of charge. Italy has set up
over 200 SME public procurement training desks, within 11 supplier associations across the country. They
have a fundamental role as reference institutions recognised by local enterprises. The initiative has been
popular and training attendance is high. More than 2,250 SMEs have been trained to date and obtained a
qualification to Consip’s public e-marketplace for low-value purchases through e-catalogues. The initiative
has also changed the perception of Consip, which is seen as fostering business opportunities in a
competitive and transparent environment.
www.consip.it/en

Tools
CASE 34.
WORLD BANK – INET INITIATIVE (PROCUREMENT LEARNING
PORTAL)
The World Bank has a long standing history in promoting procurement as a profession in countries around
the world and within the Bank. Recently, it has elaborated a new procurement policy framework built around
several initiatives. One of these initiatives consists in the outreach to public procurement experts to
facilitate knowledge exchange through iNET - Information, Network, Education, Transaction in procurement.
The World Bank has launched a procurement learning portal, Procurement iNET. The education component of
iNET aims to provide affordable and quality learning opportunities for procurement practitioners, as well as
students who want to pursue a career in public procurement.
Through this learning portal, many learning courses and networking opportunities are offered for
procurement professionals around the world. The Certificate Program in Public Procurement (CPPP) is the
first in the series of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) offered free online.
The course includes a mix of e-learning, self-study and social learning and is available in 6 languages. It is
organised around three modules:
 Introduction to public procurement including management concepts and techniques;
 Public procurement operations; and
 Policy architecture in public procurement.
At the end of each module an assessment has to be completed. Upon completion of the three modules, a
certificate is delivered to users who have achieved a score of over 60%. The CPPP foresees a commitment
of 13 weeks and any person interested in the training can register to participate.
The second programme proposed on the portal is the Certificate Programme in Contract Management
(CPCM), which has the objective to provide an in-depth knowledge and understanding of contract
management principles and good practices. The structure of the programme follows the contract
management lifecycle, i.e. from planning and resource management, to managing risk and managing
performance. The assessment structure is similar to the CPPP programme.
The third and last programme offered is the Diploma in Public Procurement and is reserved to South Asian
countries.
www.procurementlearning.org
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4.d. Drawing benefits from academic cooperation and research
The Member States could draw benefits from
the knowledge and thinking developed in
the academic field by fostering academic
cooperation and research in the area of public
procurement.

interface
between
academic
and
administrative partners; developing research
programs in the area of public procurement
with special focus on improving employability
through acquiring teaching, research and
project management skills.

This could be achieved through establishing
sustainable
partnerships;
providing
assistance to academic staff for obtaining
internal and external funding; acting as

Universities can also involve public
procurement practitioners from both the
private sector and the public sector.

Good practices
CASE 35. UNITED KINGDOM – THE ROLE OF UNIVERSITIES IN ENHANCING
EFFICIENCY OF PROCUREMENT, PULLING TOGETHER VARIOUS PROFESSIONS
 The School of Law of the University of Nottingham offers an Executive Programme on Public
Procurement Law and Policy aimed at providing policy makers, procurement practitioners, lawyers and
researchers/academics with a thorough knowledge of international and EU public procurement law and
policy.
 Universities can act as knowledge-multipliers by bringing together professionals from private practice,
the public sector and academia. In that context, the University of Nottingham's educational offer, through
the use of e-learning methods combined with (optional) intensive teaching days, has attracted PP
practitioners from both within the UK and the EU, as well as from international organisations and third
countries. The knowledge conveyed to public procurement practitioners through dedicated public
procurement educational programmes can help promote a consistent, professional approach to how PP
practice is carried out and further the attractiveness of PP careers.
 The School of Law of the University of Nottingham has set up a research group, the Public
Procurement Research Group (PPRG). The PPRG conducts research in all areas of PP, including: EU Public
Procurement Law and Policy, the UNCITRAL Model Law on Procurement, Humanitarian and Development
Procurement, Corruption and Public Procurement, Government Procurement in the WTO, Defence and
Strategic Procurement.
 The PPRG offers an Executive Programme in Public Procurement Law and Policy furnishing participants
with a deep grasp of the legal public procurement framework at international (UNCITRAL, WTO, development
banks), European and national (UK) level.
www.nottingham.ac.uk/pgstudy/courses/law/public-procurement-law-and-policy-llm.aspx
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Recommendation 5
Member States should also develop and support the uptake by contracting
authorities/entities of sound human resources management, career planning and
motivational schemes specific to the procurement functions aiming to attract and
retain qualified staff to procurement and encouraging practitioners to deliver better quality
and a more strategic approach in public procurement, such as:
a) recognition and/or certification schemes which properly identify and reward
procurement functions;
b) career structures, institutional incentives and political support to deliver better
outcomes; and
c) excellence awards to promote good practices in areas such as innovation, green and
socially responsible public procurement or anticorruption.

 5.1. Career structures, offering recognition and/or certification schemes
Considering
that
‘public
procurement
practitioner’ is not an independent profession
in the labour market, some Member States
implement and promote certification
schemes as a validation mechanism to
ensure that the people in charge of
performing procurement tasks possess the
necessary skills and competencies
commensurate to their responsibilities,
and as an incentive to fully commit to skills
development and continuous learning.

certified practitioner validates a procurement
procedure.
It should be noted that is not the purpose of
this initiative to propose the creation of a
formally regulated (or self-regulated)
profession such as doctors or lawyers. On the
contrary, the purpose of this initiative is the
overall improvement of the competences of
public buyers covering the full scope of the
work of procurement officers who are
involved in any stage of the procurement
process from the identification of needs
through to contract management, be they in
the central or decentralised administrations
or institutions, in roles specifically defined as
procurement related or merely responsible for
certain tasks related to procurement.

The recognition and certifications can be
achieved by attending a standardised
training. In some Member States, obtaining a
certification is set as a pre-condition for being
allowed to carry out the job. In some cases,
Member States don’t require that every
procurer is certified but that at least one

Good practices
CASE 36.

CROATIA – CERTIFYING PROCUREMENT PRACTITIONERS

In the context of accession to the EU, Croatia recognised the need for large-scale capacity building in public
procurement, as the majority of its public administration staff had limited knowledge about public
procurement legislation. Furthermore, Croatia’s geographic fragmentation posed a barrier to a capacity
building effort delivered by a central institution.
To address these challenges, the Ministry of the Economy, Small Entrepreneurship and Crafts launched a
certification scheme for procurement practitioners to be implemented nation-wide. The scheme aimed at
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creating a critical mass of people that are knowledgeable about procurement laws, bylaws, and rules for the
implementation of EU funds.
 any public procurement procedure falling above the national thresholds for the applicability of the PP
Act, a Public Procurement Committee must be nominated and it must always include at least one certified
procurement practitioner. Therefore, a contracting authority is not required to have a certified procurer on its
payroll at all times, but can request such services on an ad-hoc basis.
 To be certified, a civil servant must go through a 50-hour training, covering the main elements of
procurement legislation and practice. The end-test to obtain the certification of procurement practitioner is
valid for three years. The certified procurer may obtain 32 hours of additional education to enhance his
skills and ensure further renewal of the certification. The main certification costs EUR 500, while the
additional course costs EUR 150. After the three-year period, the certification is renewed on the basis of a
request.
The Ministry of the Economy, Small Entrepreneurship and Crafts is responsible for certifying the trainers
who can come from the private or public sector. The Ministry conduct regular checks to make sure that
procurement procedures have included a certified practitioner. In case the rules are not enforced, the
contracting authority as well as its responsible representative is fined.
The role of the certified procurer is to make sure that the procedure is conducted correctly. While there is no
personal responsibility, he faces a reputational risk. Since the introduction of the practice, a network of
5,000 certified procurers has mushroomed. Among these 5,000, around 35 certified procurers have
established themselves as high-profile experts and are in high demand.
www.javnanabava.hr/

CASE 37.

AUSTRIA – CERTIFICATE OF PUBLIC PROCUREMENT PROFESSIONAL

When joining the Federal Procurement Agency (Bundesbeschaffung GmbH) BBG, all employees are enrolled
in a 2.5 years training programme, which provides a ‘certificate of certified public procurement professional’
at the end of curriculum.
To bring new employees up to speed, the BBG Academy designed an initial 10-day onboarding programme,
which provides the essential skills for newly recruited employees to start their job. Following the onboarding,
employees follow the main 40 hours training programme, which is divided into a basic and an advanced
curriculum, and culminates with the receipt of the certification of public procurement professional. To obtain
the certificate, employees have to draft a final paper and defend their thesis in front of the BBG’s
management and training partners.
BBG focuses on continuous learning throughout a procurer’s career. Indeed, practitioners at the BBG
regularly assess their own competencies with a view of identifying gaps in their training needs. Based on the
self-assessment and the evaluation of the employee’s line manager, an ad hoc training plan is set up for
each buyer.
The qualification obtained at the PP Academy – after successfully completing the 2 and a half years training
programme – is recognized by other Contracting Authorities. As a consequence, their staff is often hired by
other institutions after graduating from the Academy which enhance their career development. Both the
training at the PP Academy and the attractive salaries are incentives for their employees to constantly
improve their skills in order to perform better.
www.bbg.gv.at/
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Tools
CASE 38.
CIPS - CHARTERED INSTITUTE OF PROCUREMENT AND SUPPLY – A
PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION SYSTEM
The Chartered Institute of Procurement and Supply (CIPS) is a global organisation dedicated to promoting
best practice in the area of procurement and supply. CIPS champions the raising of standards in the
profession through professional accreditation, culminating in full membership of CIPS allowing to use the
designatory letters: MCIPS which can be achieved through:
1. CIPS professional qualifications: CIPS offers five qualifications to support professional development in
procurement and supply management: 1. Certificate or 2. Advanced certificate level (no entry requirements),
3. Diploma level (two A-levels or international equivalent two years' experience in a business environment),
4. Advanced and 5. Professional diplomas, after completion of which candidates may apply for MCIPS in
conjunction with three years' experience in a role of responsibility in procurement and supply management.
2. CIPS accredited degrees and programmes: CIPS collaborates with a number of universities (e.g.
Nottingham), contracting authorities/entities and public organisations in UK, to accredit suitable
programmes.
3. The Management Entry Route (MER) for senior professionals: designed for procurement
professionals who are already operating in a senior strategic role within procurement or supply chain
management. Their experience, knowledge and responsibility are assessed through an online questionnaire
and a competency-based telephone interview.
4. The CIPS Corporate Award for groups of professionals within a company
It is a practical, accredited and applied training programme contextualised to the business environment and
offers a professional route to MCIPS (membership grade). For example, UNDP procurement certification
courses are accredited by CIPS.
www.cips.org/
www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/operations/procurement/procurement-training.html

 5.2. Career structures, institutional incentives and political support to
deliver better outcomes
A career structure with well identified
tasks, roles and functions may help
assessing needed skills and designing the
relevant trainings. Furthermore, it may
enhance the profile and attractiveness
of the procurement careers, thus attracting
and retaining skilled and experienced
professionals and reducing turnover.

authorities/entities should be initiated and
encouraged to ensure the implementation of
these schemes at institutional level.
Some Member States develop and implement
recruitment policies aimed at attracting and
retaining qualified staff through recognition
and adequate remuneration as part of wider
incentives and motivation schemes, as well as
senior and mentoring programmes.

The
development
of
professional
incentives among the staff of contracting
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Good practices
CASE 39.

MALTA – SHAPING CAREERS IN PUBLIC PROCUREMENT

Ministerial Procurement Units (MPUs) are bodies established under each Ministry and which processes,
publishes, administers and recommends the award/cancellation of a call for tenders. The creation of MPUs is
envisaged in the Maltese Public Procurement Regulations.
Following the introduction of the MPUs, new job opportunities within the public procurement sector have
been created. There are 4 types of posts corresponding to a defined scale which offers career progress
opportunities for
A Ministerial Procurement Unit is composed of 4 types of posts corresponding to a defined level. This offers
career progress opportunities for the staff:
 Assistant Director Procurement (Scale 5)
 Procurement Manager (Scale 7)
 Procurement Officer (Scale 9)
 Procurement Support Officers (Scale 11)
www.contracts.gov.mt

CASE 40.

SCOTLAND - PROCUREMENT PEOPLE OF TOMORROW PROGRAMME

The Procurement People of Tomorrow (PPoT) programme was launched by the Scottish Government in
2012 to address industry-wide skills shortages and to grow procurement and commercial talent,
supporting youth employment and raising awareness of procurement as a career of choice.
In that regard, the Scottish Government is working in partnership with both the private and public
sector such as Skills Development Scotland, the City of Glasgow College and the Chartered Institute of
Procurement and Supply (CIPS).
The programme includes:
 engaging with schools, colleges and universities;
 creating and supporting vocational and academic pathways into the profession including new Modern
Apprenticeship programmes;
 encouraging industry to create opportunities for young people.
The report on ‘Developing Scotland's Young Workforce’, published in 2014, contains a number of
recommendations on how to promote vocational education and quality training.
To date, the initiative has proven to be successful and has been implemented in different ways involving
many educational institutions and industries across Scotland.
www.gov.scot/Topics/Government/Procurement/Capability/procpploftomo2014
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Education/developingtheyoungworkforce
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 5.3. Honorific rewards, such as excellence awards
In order to attract qualified staff and
motivate them to deliver the best
results, the Member States should seek to
recognize organisations or individuals who
excel in the field of public procurement, by
setting-up honorific reward schemes, such as
excellence awards.

This could also be a way of identifying and
promoting good practices in different
areas aiming to achieve specific policy goals
such as innovation or anticorruption, and to
improve the reputation of public procurement
profession.

Good practices
CASE 41.
PROCURA+ AWARDS – EXCELLENCE AWARDS FOR INNOVATIVE AND
SUSTAINABLE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
Procura+ is a network of European public authorities from different nations (Belgium, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Italy, Iceland, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom)
which conducts activities on sustainable and innovation public procurement.
Procura+ Awards highlight three categories: sustainable and innovation procurements and tender
procedures, giving visibility to the most dynamic, forward-looking and innovative public authorities and their
initiatives. The procured solutions will have a strong potential for replication and scaling up and will be an
excellent showcase in using sustainable and innovation procurement instruments to purchase cutting edge
solutions.
www.procuraplus.org/awards/

CASE 42.
EPSA – EUROPEAN PUBLIC SECTOR AWARD: A PLATFORM FOR
PUBLIC EXCELLENCE
Since its launch in 2007, the European Public Sector Award (EPSA) has received, assessed and made
accessible more than 1000 public practices from 39 European countries and the European institutions. It is
the only Europe-wide public sector award open to all public administrations from all levels across Europe
bringing together the best, most innovative and efficient performers with the aim of showcasing and
awarding exceptional public sector practices all over Europe, and making this valuable experience
transparent, available and usable.
The award themes and categories have promoted awareness of key dimensions of public value; in doing so,
the EPSA has encouraged and will encourage governments to modernise their administrative structures and
practices and address the essential topics of administrative reform in Europe. These cases form a rich
database of valuable experiences at the service and disposal of all European public administrations and
make EPSA the European network of public sector excellence.
The award is run by the European Institute of Public Administration (EIPA).
www.epsa2017.eu
www.eipa.eu
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TOOLS AND METHODOLOGIES
TO SUPPORT PROFESSIONAL PROCUREMENT
PRACTICE
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Recommendation 6
Member States should encourage and support the development and uptake of
accessible IT tools which can simplify and improve the functioning of procurement
systems such as:
a) enabling access to information by creating single online portals;
b) developing IT tools with corresponding training, (e.g. for economies of scale, energy
efficiency or team working), or supporting corresponding market driven solutions; and
c) promoting a strategic approach to digitalisation by promoting standardisation, sharing
and reuse and interoperability of products and services particularly through using
existing IT solutions available at EU level, as well as contributing to developing instruments
such as an online catalogue of ICT standards for procurement.

 6.a. Access to information through single online portals
A one-stop shop procurement portal is a
single gateway offering access to multiple
public procurement support services to
contracting
authorities
and
economic
operators.

or e-procurement environments, on-the-spot
consultations, and periodic newsletters.
The value of a one-stop shop lies in
eliminating the need for practitioners to
navigate multiple websites and formats to
find the help or information they need. Having
it all in one place also makes it easier for
users to locate the right source of
information verified by the official authorities,
rather than relying on outside providers.

The rationale for setting up a one-stop shop
is to facilitate access to guidance and model
documentation, legal information, provide
regular updates, links to dedicated helpdesks

Good practices
CASE 43.
POLAND – ONE-STOP SHOP PROCUREMENT PORTAL / REPOSITORY
OF KNOWLEDGE
Currently employing 130 members, the PPO is organised around seven units namely a legal department, an
ad hoc control department, a control department for contracts co-financed by EU funds, an EU and
international cooperation department, an information, education and system analysis department, an
appeals department, an organisational and financial department and an independent department for
internal audit.
The PPO portal therefore plays a central role in procurement policy making and coordinating the whole
procurement domestic system. The PPO portal is a comprehensive one-stop-shop providing public
procurement practitioners with complete information gathered in one single website. The orientation given
by the PPO to the one-stop shop is rather educational and with a view to professionalisation of procurers. It
acts as a repository of knowledge providing access to a comprehensive database of guidance material on
specific topics and good practices, model documentation and templates guidelines, European and national
legislation and legal interpretations, and overview of public administration projects. In addition, it provides
direct links to the Polish appeal body (KIO) and Polish e-services including e-notices websites BZP and TED,
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e-auctions websites, e-bidding and e-catalogues, as well as SIMAP and e-CERTIS, the Internal Market
Information System (IMI), CPV and CPC, FTP Server, inter alia.
https://www.uzp.gov.pl/

CASE 44.

THE NETHERLANDS - PIANOO ONE-STOP SHOP

The Public Procurement Expertise Centre (PIANOo) of the Ministry of Economic Affairs operates a one-stop
shop called the Dutch Public Procurement Expertise Centre which centralises a large amount of information
related to procurement and tendering. PIANOo is recognised as the main website for procurement and
tendering in the public sector, gathering reliable, accruable and up-to-date information. Public procurement
practitioners use the website to share information and good practices. Among the different information
services offered by PIANOo there is a biweekly procurement e-newsletter, a weekly legal review and
summary of case law, model templates, and online tools under the same umbrella. On average, the onestop-shop receives 50,000 visits and around 13,500 contents are downloaded each month.
In addition, the platform provides direct access to PIANOo forum, a community of 1,600 procurement
professionals, and to TenderNed the Dutch’s government online tendering system. Online material including
an innovation procurement toolbox, factsheets on various procurement subjects, and sector-specific
guidance are also available as well as a dedicated Q&A section.
www.pianoo.nl/public-procurement-in-the-netherlands

CASE 45.

SCOTLAND – ECOMMERCE SHARED SERVICE

eCommerce Shared Service is one of the core initiatives led by the Scottish Government to assist the
public and private sector streamlining the way procurement is conducted, by fostering the use of
technology both in pre-award and post-award phases.
Several electronic procurement systems are part of the Scottish eCommerce Shared Service including:
 Public Contracts Scotland (PCS), which is the national advertising portal for all contracting
opportunities across the Scottish public sector;
 PCS – Tender, a national eSourcing system, free of charge, which provides buyers with a set of webbased procurement tools such as eTendering, eEvaluation, eAuction and eContract Management;
 Information Hub, a sophisticated analytic tool which allows procurement professionals to determine
how much they are spending on goods and services;
 Catalogue Content Management (CCM), which contains electronic catalogues for contracts at
national, sectorial and local level and allows users to easily upload, validate and publish electronic
catalogues for use by public bodies;
 PECOS Purchase to Pay (P2P), which provides the ability to automate P2P processes from purchase
order to the payment of invoices;
 eInvoicing, which contains a number of payment options to the public sector such as the electonic
Purchasing Card (ePC);
 P2P Reviews, which provides public bodies with an independent review of P2P systems and processes,
with recommendations to improve P2P processes.
www.gov.scot/Topics/Government/Procurement/eCommerce
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Tools
CASE 46.

EUROPEAN COMMISSION – SINGLE DIGITAL GATEWAY

The European Commission has put forward a proposal to set up a Single Digital Gateway in May 2017 a
user friendly information system for citizens and business" on all matters related to the Single Market (not
specifically dedicated to public procurement).
The key objective of the Single Digital Gateway is to develop a comprehensive and high quality information
package that will include assistance, problem-solving services and electronic procedures for businesses that
wish to develop cross-border activities throughout the Single Market. Its aim is to make it easier for people
and companies to manage their paperwork online in their home country or when working, living or doing
business in another EU country and it will help ensure that commonly agreed EU rules are respected. Among
others, according to the "once-only" principle, important documents will only need to be submitted once and
then available to be reused in other national procedures at the request of the user. The Single Digital
Gateway builds on and improves existing tools and services such as the Points of Single Contact, Product
Contact Points, Construction Contact Points, the Your Europe portal and SOLVIT, at both European and
national level. It should be operational by 2020.
http://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/initiatives/com-2017-256-0_en

CASE 47.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTER – PROCUREMENT MAP - FOSTERING
ACCESSIBILITY OF SMES AND WOMEN TO PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
The public procurement market is huge and getting information on public tenders can be difficult and
expensive, especially in developing countries.
Procurement Map was launched in 2015 by the International Trade Center (ITC) as a tool to help businesses,
especially women-owned enterprises and SMEs, find out tendering opportunities around the world and bid
for public contracts, with a view to a more inclusive procurement market.
It consists in a free online database that can be used to search over 150000 public tenders published by
countries - with information updated on a real time basis. It specifies, inter alia, if the tender is open to
domestic or international competitive bidding and includes the link to access and download the original
tender documents.
In addition, Procurement Map indicates when countries have preferential legislation and policies for
women vendors and SMEs, and provides an overview of the sustainability standards that are
applicable in the relevant country for the sector considered.
http://procurementmap.intracen.org/
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 6.b. Development of IT tools with corresponding training
In order to ensure the uptake of eprocurement tools which can help
contracting
authorities/entities
conduct
tendering procedures in a more transparent,
efficient
and
simplified
manner,
a
comprehensive e-procurement strategy needs
to be supported by a plan for increasing the
administrative capacity of contracting
authorities/entities as regards e-procurement
at individual level consisting of trainings
targeted at different segments of the public
procurement function. In particular, trainings

should reflect the focus of the e-procurement
strategy on the different actors involved:
practitioners requiring minimal e-procurement
skills, officials demanding a thorough use of
e-procurement tools, or, for instance, SMEs
not familiar enough with electronic tendering
procedures.
Overall, any professionalisation strategy for
e-procurement should revolve around
increasing the capacity of the organisation
and their staff and ensuring a gradual uptake
of processes and systems.

Good practices
CASE 48. PORTUGAL – E-PROCUREMENT STRATEGY FOR A MORE EFFICIENT
PROCUREMENT
Since 2008 Portugal has heralded the use of eProcurement in order to engage in a more efficient, costsaving procurement. eSPap, the state's central purchasing body, has been using eProcurement as a way of
ensuring sound contract management and a better assessment of the needs of contracting authorities. As a
result, Portugal was the first Member State to make eProcurement mandatory in 2009 and since then
eProcurement services cover the entire procurement value chain.
In 2007, as a result of an ambitious Restructuring Program targeting the central administration, the
National System of Public Procurement and the National Agency for Public Procurement – the predecessor
of eSPap – were created. The new centralised procurement system constituted the cornerstone of a new
strategy aiming at professionalising procurement and ensuring adequate assessment of the needs of
contracting authorities, as well as proper contract management.
The implementation of this strategy relied on several actions focused on different aspects of e-procurement
such as:
 Creation of an interoperable eTendering platform;
 Development of an eCatalogue with standardised products and services;
 Aggregation of demand through framework agreements;
 Encouraging the roll out of end-to-end eProcurement (from e-sourcing to e-payment);
 Establishment of a management information system for improved data collection;
 Training of public procurement practitioners on the novelties of the new system and tools.
Among the benefits stemming from the implementation of the national e-procurement strategy, eSPap
identified: 1) efficiency gains and optimised contract management; 2) overall improved corporate policy
architecture; 3) shift to a more strategic decision-making model; and 4) enhanced transparency and
integrity.
Moreover, the transition required: 1) a high initial investment in interoperable IT system and tools; 2)
adequate training for the end-users of such tools; 3) a thorough assessment of the needs to be fulfilled
with the implementation of the new e-procurement solutions; and, most important, 4) a cultural/mentality
change on the part of both managers and end-users.
www.espap.pt/en/Pages/Home.aspx
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CASE 49.
SCOTLAND – PROCUREMENT JOURNEY: AN ONLINE STEP-BY-STEP
GUIDANCE
The Procurement Journey is an online tool – developed by the Scottish Government in consultation with
the Higher and Further Education sector and other public contracting authorities – that aims to provide
procurement professionals with step-by-step guidance through every stage of the procurement process,
facilitating best practice and consistency across the Scottish public sector.
More specifically, the Journey is articulated in the 3 Routes providing guidance and template documents
for, respectively:
 unregulated procurements of £50k and under, low risk and a non-repetitive nature;
 regulated procurements for supplies and services which are between £50k and OJEU Threshold;
 regulated procurements for supplies and services of OJEU Threshold and above.
The Procurement Journey is designed to be used in conjunction with guidance on current public procurement
legislation and the Procurement Policy Handbook (currently being updated) as well as with the electronic
procurement systems that are part of the eCommerce Shared Service.
www.procurementjourney.scot/

 6.c. Standardisation, sharing and reuse and interoperability of products
and services
Complex, technical procurement demands a
thorough understanding of drafting of
technical specifications on the side of
contracting authorities/entities, particularly in
what concerns ICT solutions. Too often,
contracting authorities/entities adopt an
approach only focusing on the lowest price,
resulting in unforeseen additional costs
associated with a lack or a low level of
reusability and interoperability and the
prevalence of vendor lock-in. Together with
lock-in, the lack of interoperability hinders
competition between suppliers and accounts
for € 1.1 billion per year loss in the public
sector.

is paramount in the case of public
procurement of ICT solutions. The delivery of
services across borders needs rules and these
rules should crystallise in the form of
standards, not only for digital solutions but as
well as for other products and services – i.e.:
eco-labels for sustainable products.
Use of standards saves costs but also
creates potential synergies between
digital solutions. To be efficient and
address current societal challenges through
public
procurement,
contracting
authorities/entities must rely on cross-cutting
standards such as standards for accessibility,
security, privacy and protection of personal
data, or environmental sustainability and on
technical specifications commonly agreed at
EU level such as specifications for eIdentity,
eSignature,
eDelivery,
eInvoicing,
eSubmission.

Hence, a comprehensive approach to
standardisation
enables
mutual
recognition between different solutions and
facilitates the establishment of cross-border
services. The added value of standardisation
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Good practices
CASE 50. ESTONIA – INTEROPERABILITY OF THE E-PROCUREMENT
ENVIRONMENT WITH THE E-GOVERNMENT PORTAL
Estonia is widely considered as one of the world’s most advanced and experienced country as regards digital
society developments. Indeed, Estonia fully took advantage of opportunities offered by the rapid
development of the internet and created a 100% e-Government offering a range of e-services aimed at
facilitating the life and work of Estonian citizens and businesses. 99% of state services are now delivered
online.
The Estonian conceptual model of e-services was designed in 1998 and realised in 2001 thanks to the data
exchange layer X-Road of information systems. X-road is a technical and organisational environment that
enables organising a secure data exchange between state databases on the one hand, and between
institutions and persons on the other hand. Moreover, X-road enables the organisation of persons' access to
the data stored and processed in state databases. The use of X-road has been made mandatory by the
Estonian Government as per the Public Information Act of 2007 and the government’s resolution Data
Exchange Layer of Information Systems. In addition, X-Road helped designing the conceptual model of the
European Interoperability framework.
Since 2007, Estonia’s e-procurement system is also interoperable via X-road. It is primarily linked to the
national criminal database, the national business register, the national tax registry, the register of economic
activities and Tallinn’s local tax registry. The e-procurement system offers an innovative working space for
contracting authorities/entities and economic operators, consisting both of a procurement information portal
and an e-procurement platform allowing for the full e-procurement cycle to happen within the same
environment. With the help of the bidder’s registration number it is possible to make inquiries to other state
databases, for example to check a bidder’s tax payments, operating licences, status, authorized persons,
annual accounts or criminal records.
Among the main benefits brought by interoperability in Estonia is the promotion of the ‘once and only once’
principle, lower costs for contracting authorities/entities and suppliers, ensuring a 100% uptake of use of eprocurement tools for e-notification, e-access and e-submission, and increased transparency and
traceability. The Estonian Government is planning to add new links allowing for instance to check the
average wages paid in a certain field of activity in order to exclude bids that are abnormally low.
Furthermore, it is planned that by 2018, a dynamic purchasing system and an e-catalogue will be
established.
www.rahandusministeerium.ee/et/riigihangete-poliitika

CASE 51. PORTUGAL – INTEROPERABILITY OF BASE PORTAL WITH EPROCUREMENT PLATFORMS
E-procurement in Portugal is highly developed and displays a high level of adoption due to concerted efforts
since 2008 by the Portuguese Government to develop a comprehensive national e-procurement
infrastructure. Notably, the 2008 Portuguese Public Contracts Code (PCC) established the framework for all
procurements to be conducted using electronic means.
E-procurement in Portugal diverges from its EU peers because its system relies exclusively on privately run
e-procurement platforms, which compete against each other to offer e-procurement services to contracting
authorities/entities. Currently, there are five e-procurement platforms certified by the Management Centre
for the Government Electronic Network (CEGER). These platforms are linked to central public contracts
registry portal called BASE.
BASE contract registry was launched on 30 July 2008 and is managed by the Institute for Public
Procurement, Construction and Real Estate (IMPIC). It acts as a single point of access for public
procurements, centralises and records information on procurement procedures carried out via the different
e-procurement platforms, and on the performance of contracts. Being linked to each licensed e-procurement
platforms, BASE receives information from the pre-award and post-award phase of the contracts. The
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information collected and published on the portal therefore includes calls for tenders, tender applications,
receipts and evaluations of tenders, and information on the performance of contracts.
The main benefits of the interoperability between BASE portal and the five e-procurement platforms include:
 More effective, efficient and transparent procedures;
 Accessibility to any procedures, at any time and from anywhere;
 A record of purchasing behaviour which facilitates forecast of futures expenses and costs;
 Streamlining of public administration procedures.
Portugal is planning to increase interoperability amongst its public administration information systems by
creating a national platform of public suppliers. This platform will be developed by IMPIC, and will use
interoperability available in Agency for Modernisation of Administration (AMA), and in other public services. It
will serve to record more attributes of suppliers as it will be linked to the tax authority, social security and
justice registers. Suppliers’ information will be further stored into a central registry of procurement
documents therefore allowing to respect the ‘once and only once principle’. Expected benefits from
increased interoperability in Portugal include auto-fill functionality of procurement applications via eprocurement platforms, verification of bidders’ information, and winners’ compliance checks in meeting
eligibility requirements.
www.base.gov.pt/Base/pt/Homepage

Tools
CASE 52.
EUROPEAN COMMISSION - STANDARDISATION AND
INTEROPERABILITY
The Regulation (EU) No 1025/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2012 on
European Standardisation encourages public authorities to make the best use of the full range of relevant
technical specifications when procuring digital goods and services, allowing for more competition and
reduced risk of lock-in, see in particular article 13 on the use of technical specifications in procurement.
Furthermore, the European Commission’s Implementation Strategy for the European Interoperability
Framework part of the Communication (COM(2017)134) adopted in March 2017, recommends public
authorities to develop cross-cutting coordination of interoperability and to give preference to open ICT
specifications.
Interoperability refers to the ability of multiple and disparate organisations’ databases to freely and
securely exchange and re-use data between their respective systems. Interoperability is therefore crucial for,
firstly, improving the procurement process itself – i.e.: by ensuring e-procurement platforms and other
government databases (criminal records registry, tax registry and business registry, inter alia) are linked and
allow for sharing of data; and, secondly, ensuring the sustainability of the goods and services purchased. In
particular:
 Linking e-procurement platforms to public registries allows the e-procurement system to auto-fill
different sections of a tender document using data contained in these registers. For instance, linking the esubmission platform to the business registry allows automatically retrieving the business identifier and
inputting it in the e-submission form. Doing so saves time for economic operators and reduces the risk of
errors in data entry. The interconnection of European business registers (BRIS) allows easily verifying official
information about companies registered in business registers across the EU and the EEA. This system is a
joint effort of the Commission and the Member States to increase confidence and transparency in the EU
Single Market.;
 Interoperability provides a way to quickly check whether the economic operator meets certain
requirement to participate in a certain bid and is eligible to be awarded a contract. Indeed, connecting the eprocurement platform to the criminal record and tax registries allows verifying that the economic operator
has actually paid taxes and does not have a criminal record. In this case, interoperability acts as a tool for
applying selection and exclusion criteria to an economic operator;
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 In some cases, interoperability allows to detect errors in data already contained in other government
databases, and correct it, thereby ensuring better consistency of information;
 Interoperability must be a vital feature of purchased goods and services, and in particular digital
solutions. In a world where technologies evolve rapidly, interoperability is the way to guarantee the
sustainability of purchases.
https://e-justice.europa.eu/content_find_a_company-489-EU-maximizeen.do?idSubpage=1&member=1
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/policies/ict-and-standardisation
https://ec.europa.eu/isa2/eif_en

CASE 53. EUROPEAN COMMISSION - GRANT – SUPPORTING THE
DEVELOPMENT OF A BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM)
HANDBOOK
In 2017 the European Commission published a Handbook for the introduction of BIM into the European
public sector. This Handbook has been developed by the EU BIM Task Group, which is supported by the
European Commission, and it aims at providing comprehensive guidance and recommendation for the
implementation of BIM across the European public sector landscape.
BIM stands for "Building Information Modelling' and refers to a digital form of construction and asset
management. BIM helps bring together technology, process improvements and digital information through a
collaborative methodology to radically improve management of construction and civil engineering projects,
thus supporting innovation and efficiency in the construction sector. Several Member States have adopted
this approach and have financed different projects aimed at implementing BIM methodology.
BIM incorporates different dimensions complementary to the traditional working methods, such as
information on geometrics (3D), time (4D), costs (5D), environment (6D) and management (7D). BIM’s
potential goes beyond the design phase, also covering project execution and the whole life-cycle of the
building, therefore enabling for a more efficient information management and a reduction of failure and
transaction costs. BIM’s benefits can be further exploited by the use of open standards and standardisation.
The purpose of this Handbook is to support a European wide common strategic approach for the
introduction of BIM and encourage the public sector to spearhead the use of this particular methodology
among economic operators, particularly SMEs. The introduction of BIM will improve the overall productivity
of the construction sector and help achieve better value for money. However, governments cannot pursue
this goal alone: working together with industry at European and national levels is essential to achieve this
digital transformation with due consideration given to commercial models, education, skills development,
SMEs and changes to current practices.
In that regard, the Handbook calls for coordinated public sector action across both European and national
levels in order to ease the transition costs for economic operators and contracting authorities/entities.
www.eubim.eu/handbook/

CASE 54. EUROPEAN COMMISSION – EU CATALOGUE OF ICT TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS
The EU Regulation on European Standardisation (no 1025/2012) encourages public authorities to make the
best use of the full range of relevant technical specifications when procuring digital goods and services,
allowing for more competition and reduced risk of lock-in. Moreover, the European Interoperability
Framework recommends to public authorities to developing cross-cutting coordination of interoperability
and to give preference to open ICT technical specifications.
In that regard, the European Commission supports digitalisation by means of a European Catalogue of ICT
standards for public procurement. Focusing on the technological aspects of professionalisation of ICT public
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procurement, the European Catalogue of ICT standards for public procurement will streamline guidance on
using standards, therefore guaranteeing interoperability and avoiding vendor lock-in in different areas – i.e.:
eGovernment, cloud computing, electronic tolling systems, energy sectors, inter alia.
Moreover, the European Catalogue will contribute to these objectives by offering a one-stop-shop for
contracting authorities/entities with guidelines for procurement, including on vendor lock-in, on the use of
standards, and a lifecycle costing scheme that accounts for the often neglected interoperability costs. It will
streamline the numerous guidelines and provide for a platform of exchange and dissemination. Member
States will be able to contribute to the development of standardised technical specifications as part of the
Catalogue.
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-catalogue-ict-standards-procurement
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Recommendation 7
Member States should support and promote integrity, at individual and institutional
level, as an intrinsic part of professional conduct, by providing tools to ensure
compliance and transparency and guidance on prevention of irregularities, such as:
a) establishing codes of ethics as well as charters for integrity;
b) using data on irregularities as feedback to develop corresponding trainings and
guidance as well as to promote self-cleaning; and
c) developing specific guidance to prevent and detect fraud and corruption, including
through whistleblowing channels.

 7.a. Code of ethics with minimum standards and charters for integrity
Corruption in public procurement harms the
public interest, undermines public trust and
has a negative impact on people’s lives.
However, tackling effectively corrupt and
fraudulent activities is a challenging task and
requires a complex approach. Civil society
as effective anti-corruption actor can give a
valuable input in promoting transparency,
accountability and preventing corruption.
Integrity in conducting public procurement
should be promoted at individual level, with
trainings, codes of ethics and appropriate
incentives, as well as institutional level, so
that contracting authorities themselves enact
the appropriate tools and incentives.

different pilot projects for the establishment
of integrity pacts.
An ‘integrity pact’ is a contract between a
contracting authority/entity and economic
operators bidding for public contracts stating
that they will abstain from corrupt practices
and will conduct a transparent procurement
process. Additional obligations may be
included in the formal agreement, for
instance regarding the disclosure of expenses
paid out in connection with the contract or
similar.
The Integrity Pact defines a monitoring
system including a process for establishing if
the Pact has been violated and what
sanctions apply. To ensure accountability and
legitimacy, an independent third party
monitor is further identified to verify that all
parties comply with their commitments and
the procurement process and to identify any
potential red flags..

In order to look for new innovative ways of
preventing corrupt practices in projects
funded by EU funds, the European
Commission's
Directorate-General
for
Regional and Urban Policy and Transparency
International joined forces to develop
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Good practices
CASE 55.

ITALY – INTEGRITY PACTS IN PUBLIC PROCUREMENT

Integrity Pacts have been piloted in the City of Milan since 1992, subsequent to the major bribery scandals
Tangentopoli. Integrity Pacts take the form of a clause within tender documents, to which each tenderer
needs to adhere. If a bidder fails to do so, it is automatically excluded from the procedure.
In Milan, Integrity Pacts have supported the exclusion of companies on the grounds of so-called
‘substantial links’. If a ‘substantial link’ exists, it means that companies bidding for the same contract are
formally autonomous but actually are linked to the same owner.
Over 2002-2013, 164 companies were excluded from procurement in Milan. Furthermore, the Italian AntiCorruption Law (190/2012) formalised the legal basis for the use of Integrity Pacts by specifying that noncompliance with their provisions constitutes grounds for exclusion from the bid.
www.transparency.it/

 7.b. Using data on irregularities to develop guidance and trainings
The objective of using data on
irregularities
and
other
feedback
channels is primarily to improve the quality
and efficiency of public procurement
procedures. This results in increased
transparency in procurement procedures,
more accountability of contracting authorities
in conducting them, and ultimately a higher
number of small businesses bidding for public
tenders.

well as flag unfair treatment by contracting
authorities/entities, and make suggestions for
improvement.
To increase the integrity of public
procurement, some Member States have
introduced a mechanism of voluntary
oversight of procurement procedures,
whereby a third party oversees a selected
number of procurements in collaboration with
the contracting authority/entity conducting
the procurements at stake. It is used
especially for high-risk procurement, e.g.
major works projects, where an additional
layer of control is needed to ensure that
public funds are handled correctly.

Some Member States actively use data
from the auditing and review processes
in order to inform their training and
guidance policies.
Other mechanisms can be used also at the
level of contracting authorities themselves to
further contribute to continuous qualitative
monitoring of procurement processes. Via
feedback channels, for instance, economic
operators can, either anonymously or not.
express their concerns to contracting
authorities/entities or to a specific unit in
charge of the feedback channel management,
on
deficiencies
and/or
inefficiencies
encountered in the procurement procedure, as

In some Member States, civil society may
act as the overseeing party. In other
Member States, voluntary oversight is
conducted
by
national
oversight
authorities, upon the request of contracting
authorities/entities, in case they consider that
a procurement procedure may be at risk of
corruption.
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Good practices
CASE 56.

UNITED KINGDOM – MYSTERY SHOPPER SERVICES

The Mistery Shopper Service was launched in 2011 as part of a range of measures aimed at increasing and
facilitating the participation of SMEs in public procurement. Its purpose is to provide public procurement
suppliers with a structured channel at the central level that economic operators can use to report on the
quality of the contracting authorities’ practices and escalate issues they may have experienced when
participating in a procurement procedure.
In particular, the Mystery Shopper Service helps in detecting practices that are not friendly to SMEs, provides
recommendations to contracting authorities/entities and monitors their implementation.
In addition to educating contracting authorities through the provision of recommendations, the service
conducts on-the-spot checks to verify whether a contracting authority previously investigated is properly
applying the measures recommended. The Mystery Shopper Service also proactively verify that contracting
authorities use practices that are compliant with the various procurement policy notes prepared by the
Crown Commercial Service and aimed at facilitating SMEs participation in procurement.
To make use of the Mystery Shopper Service, an economic operator needs to send a request that is first
analysed by the Mystery Shopper team. If the request is deemed eligible, then it constitutes a case that will
be investigated. Once the investigation has started and depending on the seriousness of the case, and
whether the case is located at central or local level, the service will provide its help within two or three
months.
Results of cases investigated are evaluated and published on the Mystery Shopper service webpage. Since
its first year of operation, the service received the highest number of cases during the years 2013 and
2014. Since then, the service has experienced a reduction of cases. This could signal that contracting
authorities are changing their current practices toward economic operators and are using more SMEs
friendly practices.
www.gov.uk/government/publications/mystery-shopper-scope-and-remit

CASE 57. ITALY – COLLABORATIVE SUPERVISION FOR PREVENTIVE
MONITORING OF PROCUREMENT
Following a series of corruption scandals around the procurement process of the EXPO 2015 universal
exhibition in Milan, Italy’s National Anticorruption Authority (ANAC) introduced a Special Operational Unit
(UOS in Italian) tasked with ‘ex ante’ monitoring of procurement. Based on the EXPO experience, the
process of ‘collaborative supervision’ was set up as a new form of oversight in special cases. The goal of
this oversight mechanism is to ensure adequate tendering and contract execution, as well as to prevent
potential criminal infiltration in the procurement process.
In this process, the intervention of ANAC is not at own initiative but may be requested by the contracting
authority/entity, in particular for priority procurement procedures, such as major events or large-scale
infrastructure projects. This marks a cultural change, as collaborative supervision is focused on preventive
action in reducing risks in the integrity of the procurement process, instead of sanctioning illicit behaviour
ex post.
To start the process, ANAC and the contracting authority/entity establish a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) defining the conditions and methods for implementing collaborative supervision.
Then, the special operational unit carries out the ex ante controls on the basis of a predefined framework
for controls, comprising the following elements:
 An operational guide;
 Seven checklists;
 Guidelines;
 Recommendations.
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Collaborative supervision proved to be an effective tool in quickly restoring confidence, transparency
and legality in the procurement process during the EXPO 2015. Indeed, the UOS detected non-conformities
and other issues in 109 procedures (72% of operations analysed), which led to amendments, corrections or
additional clarifications for 107 of those procedures.
Beyond the EXPO experience, this mechanism appears to respond to a widespread need among contracting
authorities/entities, as a number of them have already requested intervention from ANAC or are in the
process of doing so.
www.oecd.org/governance/procurement/toolbox/search/expo-milano-ex-ante-controlmechanism.pdf

CASE 58.
MALTA – MONITORING OF NON-COMPLIANCE IN PUBLIC
PROCUREMENT
In 2015, the Department of Contracts (DoC), falling within the remit of the Ministry of Finance and operating
as one of the central purchasing bodies in the Maltese public procurement system, established a
Compliance and Monitoring Unit (CMU) with the objective of ensuring transparency and proper policy
architecture in public procurement and promoting whistleblowing as well.
The CMU's tasks relate to the early identification of non-compliance situations and its correction. In
that regard, it conducts regular monitoring of public procurement, including random spot checks of
procurement procedures, although the latter being under implementation. Monitoring allows for early
identification and correction of potential irregularities before the problem becomes recurrent, therefore
causing the contracting authority/entity to be in non-compliance.
The investigations carried out by the CMU enable the DoC to garner the necessary information to conduct
analysis and propose solutions so as to correct situations. of non-compliance. This typically may require
broader policy changes or targeted recommendations at the level of the contracting authority/entity.
In the course of the past years, the Compliance and Monitoring Unit has intervened in more than 75 cases
of non-compliance in 2015 and more than 80 in 2016.
contracts.gov.mt/en/Resources/Documents/Addressing%20Fraud%20And%20Corruption%20In%
20Public%20Procurement.pdf

CASE 59.

ROMANIA – PREVENT PLATFORM

As an autonomous administrative authority with exclusive competences on monitoring compliance of
contracting authorities/entities with Romania’s integrity framework, the National Integrity Agency (NIA)
developed IT software aimed at establishing an ex-ante verification mechanism in order to prevent
conflicts of interest in public procurement procedures.
PREVENT became a reality in 2013 when, following NIA’s initiative, the Romanian Government adopted a
Memorandum which was the keystone of this project. Afterwards, between 2014 and 2015, NIA has taken
the necessary steps in order to implement PREVENT, also providing a legal basis. The software architecture
was finished and implemented at the end of June 2015, while the law came into force almost a year and a
half later, in October 2016.
Once fully operational, PREVENT will be able to extract data from the relevant databases in order to find any
sort of relevant connections between members of a given contracting authority/entity and the
shareholders/managers of bidding companies. Furthermore, PREVENT will issue integrity warnings upon
which inspectors will be able to inform the parties involved in the public procurement procedure about
conflicts of interest.
www.integritate.eu/
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CASE 60. CZECH REPUBLIC – ZINDEX - BENCHMARKING FOR CONTRACTING
AUTHORITIES/ENTITIES
ZIndex was developed by EconLab – formerly known as the Centre of Applied Economics – as a public
procurement benchmarking tool to measure the performance of public bodies in the areas of openness,
competition and transparency.. More specifically, zIndex assesses the compliance of contracting
authorities/entities with pre-identified public procurement good practices by rating their level of
transparency, efficiency and vulnerability to corruption.
ZIndex is useful for assessing contracting authorities/entities’ performance, in particular by identifying
pitfalls in the way procurement procedures are conducted and consequently improving procurement
practices in line with identified good practices.
The methodology behind the tool relies on a set of 11 indicators that cover three concepts: openness,
competition and transparency.
The data collected comes directly from public websites and government databases such as business and
commercial registers, the State Treasury Depository, the Office for the Protection of Competition,
contracting authorities/entities’ websites, national official journal, as well as websites monitoring donations
made to political parties. Data is also collected directly from contracting authorities/entities that responded
to a request as regards the volumes of small-scale contracts awarded and the number of purchases made
using a dynamic purchasing system or carried out through an electronic marketplace.
The tool has proven to be successful in ranking municipalities and is planned to be further used to rank
other bodies such as hospitals and state-owned enterprises, as well as to publish related evaluation reports
on a regular basis with the ultimate goal of incentivising public authorities to improve their procurement
practices.
www.zindex.cz/en/

Tools

CASE 61. EUROPEAN COMMISSION - HORIZON 2020 PROJECT - DIGIWHIST:
THE DIGITAL WHISTEBLOWER
DIGIWHIST is an EU Horizon 2020 funded project that brings together six European research institutes with
the aim of empowering society to fight corruption and improve the efficiency of public
procurement.
The key objective of the project is to combine:
 the provision of data on public spending on public procurement;
 governance indicators measuring transparency, corruption risks and administrative quality;
 a monitoring procedure facilitating citizens' feedback through the creation of interactive web
portals and mobile apps allowing for accessing data and sending whistleblower reports and freedom of
information requests.
In that regard, the project will systematically collect, analyse and disseminate information on public
procurement also to identify systemic vulnerabilities in legislations and their implementation across Europe.
Through DIGIWHIST, citizens will be able, for instance, to report on poor quality public works, instantly
identifying the corresponding government contract (e.g. using geolocation), the construction company and
the amount of public money involved. They will be also able to take a photo of the concerned works and to
attach it to a contract or organisation profile. This will increase accountability and transparency of public
administrations in all EU and some neighbouring countries.
The project will be carried out simultaneously across 35 jurisdictions and should be operational at the end of
2017.
http://digiwhist.eu/
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 7.c. Developing specific guidance to help public buyers prevent and
detect fraud and corruption
There are various estimates on the costs of
corruption. Considering the important share
(at least 14%) of Member States' GDP spent
in public procurement, the exposure and the
costs incurred by corruption are huge.

for all sub-sectors and Member States from
Tenders Electronic Daily (TED) for the years
2009-2014.).
Supporting public buyers with useful
guidance on how to prevent and detect
fraud and corruption in its various forms
(i.a. conflicts of interests, kickbacks or bid
rigging), would empower authorities to apply
more effectively the integrity-enhancing
mechanisms available in each Member State.
It would not only result in significantly
facilitating the enforcement on the ground,
but also in direct benefits for the citizens who
would get better value for money by
eliminating or reducing the costs of
corruption.

According to the European Commission’s
Anti-corruption Report (2014), there is no
Member State immune from corruption which
costs society in the EU around €120 billion
per year (almost the whole EU budget).
Specifically in public procurement, according
to a 2013 study carried out in respect of only
five economic sectors (Road and rail, water
and waste, urban/utility construction, training,
and research and development) and in only
eight EU countries (France, Hungary, Italy,
Lithuania, the Netherlands, Poland, Romania
and Spain), the costs of corruption ranged
from €1.4billion to €2.2 billion. There are
even higher estimates suggesting that the
cost of corruption risks in EU public
procurement are around €5bn per year
overall, including most sub-sectors of public
procurement and contracts of all EU Member
States. Other studies point out that bribery in
government procurement is estimated to be
adding 10-20% to total contract costs
(Survey of the World Economic Forum and a
study by Fazekas & Koscis (2015) using data

Raising awareness, providing training and
guidance on various forms of wrongdoings is
the first step towards empowering public
procurement officials to themselves
prevent such practices. It is the case in
particular for whistle-blower protection
and setting up internal reporting channels
which could contribute to the effectiveness of
the system by increasing the probability that
wrongdoing is reported.

Good practices

CASE 62.
GREECE - GUIDE ON THE DETECTION AND PREVENTION OF
COLLUSIVE PRACTICES IN PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
In 2014, the Hellenic Competition Commission published a guide on the detection and prevention of
collusive practices in public procurement, focusing on structural and behavioural screens.
Although the guide is in principle addressed to contracting authorities, it is a useful tool also for
undertakings participating in a tender process, since it highlights specific practices that may be considered
anticompetitive and draws the associated consequences. In this sense, the guide may be used by tenderers
not only to self-regulate, but also to scrutinize and denounce the behaviour of other candidates and thus
assist competition authorities in detecting cartel activity.
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The Guide is written in simple and non-technical language and includes numerous examples and references
to case law, in order to assist procurement professionals, especially those without any prior knowledge of
competition issues, to understand cartel behaviour in public tenders. The guide presents:
 the concept of anticompetitive conduct in public tenders and the benefits for consumers of effective
competition in this field.
 the most common anticompetitive conduct in public procurement tenders i.e. bid rigging, market
sharing, quantity restrictions and price fixing, using examples.
 a brief description of the main market characteristics that may facilitate collusive conduct in tendering
procedures, i.e. the number of firms, unique products, standardized products, familiarity with tendering
procedures and familiarity among competitors.
 a series of leads that may be associated with the operation of an illegal cartel and, thus, should alert
public officials and suggests simple methods for detecting suspicious behaviour of participants in tender
procedures. The discussion focuses on identifying dubious bids and bidding patterns, suspicious pricing and
market sharing practices.
 practical tips to maximize competition and reduce the likelihood of cartel formation in public
procurement tenders.
www.epant.gr

CASE 63. ITALY- RAISING AWARENESS AMONGST PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
EMPLOYEES ABOUT WHISTLE-BLOWER PROTECTION
In Italy, some central and local public administrations implemented awareness raising activities in
various ways.
 The Municipality of Milan developed and published on its intranet internal guidelines to explain to its
employees whistle-blowing in general, as well as the procedure to use the IT system that was set up as
internal channel of disclosure. About ten staff members of the Municipality worked on the development of
these guidelines for two months. In addition, the Municipality added an explanatory note on whistle-blower
protection to the electronic version of the employees’ payslips, and circulated information on whistleblowing via e-mail.
 The Municipality of Rome shared guidelines with its employees regarding how to make disclosures
through the internal channel and the external channel of the National Anti-Corruption Authority. In addition,
the employees were informed about the hotline setup by Transparency International Italy to report
corruption.
www.transparency.it/
www.anticorruzione.it/portal/public/classic/
www.comune.milano.it/wps/portal/ist/it

CASE 64. IRELAND – GUIDANCE ON ESTABLISHING INTERNAL CHANNELS OF
DISCLOSURE
The Protected Disclosures Act 2014 provides statutory protections for workers in all sectors of the
economy when they disclose information relating to wrongdoing in the workplace. All public bodies are
obliged under the Act to have internal procedures in place for dealing with protected disclosures and made
available to their workers.
Based on that, the Irish Department of Public Expenditure and Reform developed a guidance document to
assist public bodies in the establishment and maintenance of procedures for the making and receiving of
disclosures.
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Given the wide range of public bodies in Ireland, the Guidance is not prescriptive in nature but sets out the
main principles which each public body must take into account when establishing appropriate procedures for
the making and receiving of disclosures.
The Guidance proposes that each public body should include a policy statement that confirms the
organization’s commitment to creating a workplace culture that encourages workers to make protected
disclosures
www.per.gov.ie/en/protected-disclosures-act-2014-2/

Tools
CASE 65.

OECD – BROCHURE ON DETECTING BID-RIGGING

Drawing on the experience of more than 30 jurisdictions, the OECD Guidelines for Fighting Bid Rigging in
Public Procurement assist procurement officials to detect and fight bid rigging.
The Guidelines, which can be applied at both national and local levels, help to identify:
 markets in which bid rigging is more likely to occur so that special precautions can be taken;
 practices that procurement agents can use to detect bid rigging;
 suspicious pricing patterns;
 suspicious statements, documents and behaviour by firms.
The Guidelines also include a Checklist for Detecting Bid Rigging in Public Procurement, which provides
detailed information to help procurement officials identify anti-competitive practices during the bidding
process
www.oecd.org/competition/cartels/42594486.pdf
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Recommendation 8
Member States should provide guidance aiming, on the one hand, to give legal certainty
on EU and national law or requirements stemming from the EU's international obligations
and, on the other hand, to facilitate and promote strategic thinking, commercial
judgement and intelligent/informed decision making, such as:
a) targeted guidance materials, methodological handbooks and repositories of good
practices and most common errors, that are up-to-date, user-friendly, easily accessible
and grounded in the experience of practitioners; and
b) standardised templates and tools for various procedures such as green public
procurement criteria.

 8.a. Targeted guidance materials, methodological handbooks and
repositories of good practices and most common errors
Public
procurement
methodological
manuals are explanatory documents that act
as reference guides for buyers when
conducting procurement procedures, thus
ensuring time saving, increased legal
certainty and reduced margin of errors.

dedicated portal. Web-based guides can make
available additional support tools such as
standardised
tender
documents
and
checklists and offer interactive features such
as links to relevant legislation and
jurisprudence. Their potential can be further
exploited by making them interoperable with
e-procurement portal.

Their objective is to explain the theoretical
and legal background of the public
procurement system in a given Member State
and to provide practical information
through examples, cases and advice.
Amendments to laws and regulations, the
need for clarifications on substantial and
procedural issues – i.a. jurisprudence – and
the need to provide step-by-step guidance on
how to perform each procurement procedure
are the main reasons for manuals or
handbooks aimed at educating and
supporting practitioners in their daily tasks.

Targeted thematic guidance materials,
such as documents, video tutorials, or other
innovative tools, aim at providing practical
information on specific procurement related
themes, among others:
- measures or processes such as key steps of
a procedure or a sub-process: how to
evaluate offers, how to design framework
agreements, how to conduct e-procurement;
- transparency requirements for publishing
contract notices and contract awards and
other compliance-related themes, spotting
corruption and bid-rigging;
- sectoral aspects such as IT procurements,
health sector, social or green public
procurement criteria.

They can come as guidance manuals,
procurement
best
practice
guides,
walkthroughs
or
vade-mecums
and
compendiums. Typically, they are available in
paperless version, mostly PDF and webbased formats. More recently, some
Member States have tried to present
methodological manuals in a more interactive
way by developing web-based guides on a

Typically, guidance materials are produced by
the national body responsible for drafting
public procurement laws. Sector-specific
guidance however is usually prepared by the
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relevant ministry, industry associations and
NGOs, as they have extensive experience
working in a specific sector.

published and disseminated in the form of a
collection of case law or via a virtual library.
As case law libraries are not always intuitive
and searchable, commercial providers in
some Member States have developed online
tools to facilitate the process of browsing
through case-law which can be acceded via
periodical subscriptions.

Procurement practitioners need regular
updates regarding latest developments in
case-law to correctly interpret the legal basis,
and ultimately exercise their job well. To
facilitate this, some MS have introduced
regular analysis of case law, which are

Good practices

CASE 66.

FRANCE – VADE-MECUM OF PUBLIC PROCUREMENT

The Directorate of Legal Affairs (DAJ) of the French Ministry of the Economy and Finances (Minefi) is in
charge of the development of the national public procurement law. The DAJ is France’s main procurement
body, tasked with representing France in public procurement councils and experts groups nationally and
internationally. It also plays a key role in providing legal advice to central, regional and local public
administrations.
In this context, the DAJ has produced a comprehensive manual on public procurement called the VadeMecum of Public Procurement. This manual is the result of the work of a taskforce composed of legislative
experts within the Ministry with extensive knowledge of public procurement rules and experience in advising
contracting authorities.
A first version of the Vade Mecum was published in 2013 and was last updated in 2015. The manual is
extensive and structured around four main sections:
 first part in five sub-sections for each phase of the procurement lifecycle, with good practices and
examples
 technical fiches on key topics at each phase of the procurement lifecycle such as sector-specific
procurement information
 tables summarising the rules, times and thresholds for publishing and awarding contracts according to
the different procedures.
 flowcharts illustrating the different steps in conducting the following the various procurement
procedures:
 an index of procurement related terms linked to the relevant technical fiche and/ or a paragraph within
the manual.
The tables are available for both public entities including the State and state public institutions, local
authorities and local public institutions, public health establishments, and contracting authorities.
The Vade Mecum is available in PDF and HTML formats and can also be consulted on tablets. Being both a
practical tool and a reference book for interpreting the law, the manual encounters a great success with
procurement practitioners as well as with academia.
www.economie.gouv.fr/daj/vade-mecum-des-marches-publics-ed2015

CASE 67.

CYPRUS – PUBLIC PROCUREMENT BEST PRACTICE GUIDE

Concerned by the fact that contracting authorities/entities are struggling to perform their work, the Public
Procurement Directorate (PPD) of the Treasury of the Republic of Cyprus has developed a best practice
guide on public procurement. This guide provides public procurers with detailed information about the
national public procurement law transposing EU 2014 Public Procurement Directives.
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The PPD mandated a consortium of two consulting firms to elaborate the best practice guide. This initiative
was undertaken in the context of the project “Measures to Develop the Implementing Capacity of the Cypriot
Authorities in Applying European Public Procurement Legislative Package” and was funded by the EU
Transition Facility Fund. The first edition of the guide was published on 31 October 2007 and has been
updated repeatedly since.
The guide covers the entire lifecycle of a public contract and provides practical instructions and guidelines
as regards to the correct and effective application of the EU and national public procurement legislation. It is
structured around seven chapters corresponding to the procurement lifecycle.
The last chapter of the guide proposes good practices in project management. The emphasis is not only on
the correct application of the law and procedures, but also on planning, executing, monitoring and controlling
the contract implementation.
In addition, support material such as standardised tender documents for the award of public work, supply or
service contracts for open, restricted or simplified procedures are also available in Annexes to the guide.
In terms of format, the guide is available in HTML on a dedicated website. In order to make the guide easy
to follow, visual and user-friendly, specific symbols are used to indicate: when a practice is recommended or
on the contrary should be avoided or when an element is absolutely crucial, when additional information is
provided and/or support tools are available.
www.publicprocurementguides.treasury.gov.cy/OHS-EN/HTML/index.html

CASE 68. UNITED KINGDOM – GUIDANCE MATERIAL ON PUBLIC CONTRACTS,
UTILITIES CONTRACTS AND CONCESSION CONTRACTS REGULATIONS
The Crown Commercial Service website hosts a section dedicated to EU procurement Directives and the UK
regulations including related guidance and training material aimed at explaining and supplementing policy
notes, i.e. official documents that announce the entry into force of a specific measure introduced by the
public procurement law. More than 15 detailed and subject-specific guidance documents are available.
Topics covered by subject-specific guidance materials range from guidance on standstill periods, changes to
procedures, amendments to contract during their execution, to subcontracting provisions, transparency
requirements to publish in the public contract registry, framework agreements and social and environmental
guidance.
Thematic guidance materials are available in PDF or as editable documents and can be easily downloaded
and printed. All guidance material is structured in the same way and uses the same template. Therefore,
users rapidly learn how the information is organised and can quickly identify the type of information
contained. This also ensures that the same level of information is provided across all thematic guidance
materials.
www.gov.uk/guidance/transposing-eu-procurement-directives

CASE 69. LATVIA – SECTOR-SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE
PROCUREMENT MONITORING BUREAU (IUB)
The Procurement Monitoring Bureau (IUB) of the Latvian Ministry of Finance publishes sector-specific
support material in the form of guidelines and recommendations. To do so, the Bureau relies on the
experience and expertise of non-governmental organisations and industry associations that prepare support
material in the form of good practices and recommendations.
Sector-specific guidelines are based on economic operators’ experience acquired one-the-job and in
participating in several procurements in a specific sector. They shed light on key issues and most frequent
problems encountered in the sector in order to help contracting authorities better understand sector
specificities. Sector-specific guidelines available on the IUB’s website cover furniture, food and food services,
security services, credit guarantees, lighting material, car delivery and long-term lease purchases, IT
procurements, cleaning services, and management consulting and training services purchases.
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Latvia has relied on industry experts to produce thematic guidelines. This ensures that information provided
is grounded in practice and has proven useful in concrete situations. However, because sector-specific
guidelines are produced by different industry association, the length and layout of guidance documents as
well as the level of information contained vary from one guideline to another.
The IUB conducts dissemination and promotion activities for these thematic guidelines. However, it can
neither be held responsible for the accuracy of the content provided nor for reflecting all economic
operators’ point of view. Thematic guidelines only provide recommended actions and cannot guarantee the
successful outcome of procurement procedures.
www.iub.gov.lv

CASE 70.

CZECH REPUBLIC – LEXICON ON PUBLIC PROCUREMENT LAW

The Association for Public Procurement, a civil society platform for procurement stakeholders in the Czech
Republic, developed the Lexicon on Public Procurement Law, a commercially-available virtual library on
public procurement case-law. Among the Lexicon’s main users are municipalities and law firms as well as
consultants and economic operators; subscribed users have an annual access to the tool. The Association
provides access to the tool to its members.
The application was created in 2012 with a view to facilitate the practical application of procurement law, at
a time when the main Czech procurement law, was newly introduced. The Association saw a need for
contracting authorities/entities to dispose of web-based application that would enable public procurement
practitioners to examine the provisions of the Czech procurement law, as well as the decisions of the Office
for Protection of Competition, i.e. the first-instance remedies body of the Czech Republic.
The interface allows browsing through each article, which is linked to relevant jurisprudence at national and
EU level, including the following types of case law:
 decisions from the Office for Protection of Competition, i.e. the Czech remedy body;
 decisions by national courts; decisions by the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU);
 related European Union legislation;
 other relevant comments, professional literature and expert opinions.
The decisions by the Office for Protection of Competition are also available in full-text. Users appreciate
that all relevant information is in one place and put into context of the law provision.
www.lexikonvz.cz/

CASE 71.

THE NETHERLANDS – SUMMARY OF JURISPRUDENCE

The website of the Dutch Procurement Expertise Centre PIANOo provides the main online repository of public
procurement case law in the Netherlands. Specifically, PIANOo publishes a collection of EU and national
procurement jurisprudence as well as a weekly summary of procurement judgements, both available free
of charge. PIANOo offers the weekly case-law summary since 2011, in addition to the information on
legislation and the Q&A section.
The collection of jurisprudence is organised by topic, and contains step-by-step recommendations for
each phase of the procurement cycle. For instance, the tender preparation phase is subdivided in its main
sub-topics, containing key recommendations for practitioners on the basis of relevant case law.
PIANOo also publishes a weekly case-law summary prepared by the Institute for Construction Law (IBR)
on the PIANOo website. This weekly digest contains an analysis of rulings of the EU Court of Justice and of
Dutch national courts. PIANOo pays an annual fee to the IBR for this service.
Both the collection of jurisprudence and the weekly summary of judgements offer an up-to-date overview
and useful interpretation of legislation, which procurement professionals consider valuable to assist them in
the interpretation of the tendering rules into practice. The website has a steady traffic with the number of
page views amounting to over 60,000 in 2016.
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www.pianoo.nl/regelgeving/jurisprudentie/jurisprudentieoverzicht
www.pianoo.nl/regelgeving/jurisprudentie/wekelijkse-samenvattingen-jurisprudentie

Tools
CASE 72. EUROPEAN COMMISSION – GUIDANCE FOR PRACTITIONERS ON THE
AVOIDANCE OF THE MOST COMMON ERRORS IN PROJECTS SUPPORTED BY
EU STRUCTURAL FUNDS
The European Commission published a guide to support public officials across the EU to avoid the most
frequent errors and adopt best practices in public procurement of projects funded by the European
Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF).
The guidance contains practical suggestions, series of good practices, real-life examples, explanations on
specific topics, case studies and templates and useful links in order to help those who are involved in the
day-to-day management of EU-supported projects. It also describes the most common mistakes and
explains how to avoid them and how to handle each situation.
By doing so, this tool does not only ensure regularity and transparency, but also improves the efficiency
and the effectiveness of public procurement with significant potential gains in terms of fair competition
and quality of investments for the benefit of the public administrations, the companies involved and the end
beneficiaries of the projects.
The guidance is available in all EU languages. It is one of the concrete actions included in the action plan
aimed at helping Member States improve the performance of both administrations and beneficiaries in
applying public procurement for EU-supported investments during the 2014-2020 programming period.
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/policy/how/improving-investment/publicprocurement/guide/
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 8.b. Standardised templates and tools for various procedures such as
green public procurement criteria
Standardised tender documents are model
documents, typically editable document
templates, used by contracting authorities in
order to simplify their work, avoid errors and
save time at different phases of the
tendering process. The most frequently
available types of standard documents are
contract notices, tender specifications,
contract award notices and contracts for all
types of procurement procedures. Model
contract clauses, pre-defined technical and
evaluation criteria and declaration of honour
templates can also be found.

criteria is that they set requirements beyond
what is already the statutory minimum.
Therefore, Member States have developed
libraries as online repositories of these
strategic criteria presented in an easy-to-use
format, as a tool to help contracting
authorities/entities introduce environmental
and social considerations in their procurement
strategies.
Environmental criteria are usually the
most developed component of a library,
covering a wide range of product groups.
They often come in the form of technical
specifications related to the specific
environmental aspects of the good or service
at hand, e.g. limiting the amount of pollutants
contained in a given product.

Besides ready-to-use templates, another
innovative way to help contracting authorities
issuing calls for tender can be through the
development of IT solutions that generate
tender documentation with limited input from
users, ensuring consistency and high quality.

Social criteria aim to incorporate social
objectives into the procurement process. In
most cases, they come in the form of
contractual performance clauses related to
the respect of human rights and labour
standards in the global supply chain, e.g.
combating forced labour, child labour,
discrimination etc.

 Standardised templates and tools can
also support various procedures such as
strategic public procurement and, in
particular, green public procurement (GPP)
and socially responsible public procurement
(SRPP).
Strategic criteria are developed for
various product groups taking into account
their environmental and/or social impact.
They consist of requirements in the technical
specifications, selection criteria, award criteria
and contract performance clauses, most
relevant for the product type or service in
question. The key characteristic of strategic

The European Commission has developed a
set of GPP criteria, which can be adopted by
MS in their national systems. The benefit of
common criteria, as opposed to national ones,
is the reduction in administrative burden for
economic operators that supply multiple
European markets. In contrast, national
criteria and standards are better adapted to
the local conditions.

Good practices
CASE 73.

POLAND – MODEL DOCUMENTS

The website of the Public Procurement Office (PPO) offers a repository of knowledge section that provides
an extensive amount of template documents and guidance material. A dozen model documents are already
available and another dozen are planned to be elaborated. These templates range from model statements
to be made for particular procedures, appeals procedures and complaints to a court, to model notices for
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technical dialogue, model contract clauses and model rules of procedure of a tender committee, among
others.
The popularity of these template documents is primarily due to their ease of use and clarity. Indeed,
sections that need to be filled out by the contracting authorities are highlighted in yellow and are delimited
by brackets. This is consistent throughout all models and ensures that contracting authorities can easily
work with different templates.
The PPO provides an email address for contracting authorities to give feedback, express opinions and
suggest improvements. The use of this feedback channel is fostered by a working group made of
representatives of all departments within the PPO who actively invites contracting authorities to brainstorm
on template models.
www.uzp.gov.pl/baza-wiedzy/wzorcowe-dokumenty

CASE 74.

LUXEMBOURG – PROMETA APPLICATION TOOLS

With the aim of bringing efficiency in e-Government services and simplifying administrative procedures. the
Business Process Management Office (BPMO) of the Luxembourg State IT Center (CTIE) developed a
common interoperability framework – PROMETA – for the State administrations through a centralised
approach based on business process management and definition. Thanks to the PROMETA framework, the
BPMO has created several applications tools dedicated to support and facilitate the work of public
administrations.
One key application tool is the PROMETA Doc Gen application, which can be used for all public
procurement procedures. Doc Gen is is based on the mapping of the national public procurement law into
decision flows established by processes specific to each procurement procedure This tool is aimed at
simplifying the drafting of the legal and administrative sections of tender documents, request for services,
proposals and service contracts. For tender documents, Doc Gen allows to generate a pre-filled version of
legal and administrative sections of the tender document for the procurement of services such as cleaning,
security, audit or consulting services.
Another application, called Prometa Spec., supports the elaboration of tender specifications for
procurement of IT solution development using a business process modelling approach. This covers activities
from the modelling of the requirements, the definition of the constraints, the use cases, the mock-ups, the
web services, the data models, the workflows and processes.
The main benefit of these tools is the substantial reduction in time in the preparation of a tender document
and tender specifications that were previously taking 3 days. Now this takes no more than 15 minutes. In
addition, such harmonised approach allows consistency across tenders, which results in higher-quality
tenders and better compliance with procurement rules and procedures.
www.fonction-publique.public.lu/fr/structure-organisationnelle/ctie/index.html

CASE 75. DENMARK - DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL TOOLS FOR
INCORPORATING TCO (TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP) IN PUBLIC TENDERS
In continuation of the government’s strategy for intelligent public procurement, the Environmental Protection
Agency has instigated the development of national tools for incorporating TCO (Total Cost of Ownership)
in public tenders.
Instead of simply looking at the cheapest purchasing price, the purpose of the TCO tools is to select the
cheapest product considering the whole life-cycle of the product. Therefore, TCO tool calculates the sum of
a product’s purchase price and the overall operating costs for the product lifetime. Both direct and indirect
costs may be included in the calculation of total costs.
TCO takes into account, for instance, the costs of the product’s:
 power consumption,
 water consumption,
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 other resources (e.g. toner for printer),
 installation,
 services and
 working hours associated.
The TCO tool can be useful when operating costs constitute a large part of the total costs, when there are
big differences in the lifetimes or when there are large differences in annual operating costs. The total TCO
price may be used as a criterion for awarding a tender.
The TCO tool is recommended to be used both in the preliminary analysis, when drawing up the tender
material and in the evaluation of tenders.
http://mst.dk/
PDF Guidance in English:
http://mst.dk/media/94904/miljoeministeriet_vejlednning_tco_15012015_kontor_it_uk_korr.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp/pdf/TCO_tools.pdf
The responsible procurer: www.csr-indkob.dk

CASE 76.
SWEDEN – LCC-TOOLS BY THE NATIONAL AGENCY FOR PUBLIC
PROCUREMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY CRITERIA LIBRARY
 Sustainability criteria library
The sustainability criteria library was launched by Swedish Environmental Management Council (SEMCo) in
2013 to encourage the uptake of strategic procurement.. Since 2015 the tool and database are managed by
the National Agency for Public Procurement. The objective of the criteria library is threefold:
1) to provide contracting authorities/entities with an easy-to-use tool for implementing GPP and SRPP;
2) to generate savings for municipalities from the use of environmentally efficient resources;
3) to provide predictability to the market including SMEs on environmental and social requirements.
In their initial version, the sustainability criteria were published as editable documents in an online library.
Now, the library evolved to an online tool hosted on the National Agency for Public Procurement’s website,
which automatically generates GPP and SRPP criteria for specific product groups, making the use of criteria
as easy as possible for practitioners through a user-friendly interface.
The tool allows the user to select the product group, the level of ambition, type of criterion. At the end of the
process, users can download their customised set of criteria, which are ready for copy and paste into the
tender documents. The tool also provides a guidance document on the criteria, which includes explanations
and instructions.
www.upphandlingsmyndigheten.se/en/sustainable-public-procurement/sustainable-procurementcriteria/
 LCC-tools
The National Agency for Public Procurement provides contracting authorities with a number of spreadsheetbased LCC-tools available for download on its website. The LCC-tools were first developed in 2009, and
updated with a user-friendly interface in 2016. Specifically, the Agency has developed one general LCC tool
and six product-specific tools, namely for white goods, cars, indoor lightning, outdoor lighting, vending
machines, and commercial refrigerators and freezers.
These tools have two main types of application: they can either be used in the initial phase of the tender to
refine the procurer’s awareness of the costs involved and to test various costs scenarios, or for the
evaluation of tenders. Furthermore, LCC-tools may help in creating a basis for cost discussion with suppliers.
The LCC-tools include the following dimensions (‘tabs’):
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 Introduction: general instructions on the use of the tool
 Calculation sheet: life-cycle costing analysis of several product solutions based on standardised
parameters.
 Tool parameters: detailed definition of cost parameters applied for the calculations
 Results: visual presentation of the results of the cost comparisons
 Climate impact factors: Factors for calculating the environmental impact from energy.
 Respondent sheet: Sheet for the supplier to attach to the tender.
www.upphandlingsmyndigheten.se/omraden/lcc/lcc-kalkyler/

Tools

CASE 77.

EUROPEAN COMMISSION - LIFE-CYCLE COSTING (LCC)

The 2014 Public Procurement Directives promote the use of Life-cycle costing (LCC) as a methodology to
assess the most economically advantageous tender (MEAT), LCC tools facilitate the calculation of costs over
the entire life span of a given product, service or work, based on the assumption that there are additional
costs to the purchase price when procuring.
Conventional LCC methodologies calculate internal costs, by assessing:
 investment costs (e.g. purchase price and associated costs),
 operating costs (e.g. energy consumption),
 maintenance costs (e.g. service charges, replacement) and
 end-of-life costs (e.g. decommissioning and disposal).
Environmental LCC also includes external costs of a given good, service or work, which may not be directly
borne by the contracting authority (e.g. the cost of carbon emissions as well as environmental impacts such
as soil erosion and pollution). An example of how environmental externalities may be included in LCC is
provided by the Clean Vehicles Directive (2009/33/EC), under which contracting authorities and entities are
obliged to take energy consumption and emissions into account in their purchases of road transport
vehicles.
Using LCC gives the contracting authority/entity a more complete estimate of the costs associated with the
goods, services and works it procures, allowing them to make better-informed decisions. Furthermore, LCC
plays an important role in implementing green public procurement (GPP), as it encourages the choice of
resource-efficient goods, services and works by putting a price tag on the cost of things like fuel, energy and
water consumption.
However, calculating life-cycle costs is a complex task that requires making realistic assumptions about
potential future costs, and the cost of externalities. To overcome the challenges in calculating LCC and
support practitioners who wish to implement it, a number of MS have developed LCC calculation tools,
whose main purpose is to compare LCC between various products.
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp/lcc.htm
Clean Vehicles Directive:
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32009L0033&from=EN

CASE 78. EUROPEAN COMMISSION - GUIDANCE TOOLS TO FOSTER GREEN
AND SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
As to the Green Public Procurement (GPP), the European Commission has developed a variety of tools to
support contracting authorities who want to reduce the environmental impact of their purchasing decisions
and foster the move to a circular economy, ranging from voluntary EU green public procurement criteria for
priority product groups and guidance documents to a helpdesk and a collection of GPP good practice cases.
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Alike, as to the Socially Responsible Public Procurement (SRPP), the European Commission developed a
guide in order to: (a) raise the awareness of contracting authorities on the benefits of choosing goods, works
and services that achieve social goals; and (b) explain the opportunities offered by the existing EU legal
framework to take into account social considerations in public procurement. While the Buying Green
Handbook was updated in 2016, the Buying Social Handbook is in the process of being updated.
Buying Green Handbook: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp/buying_handbook_en.htm
EU GPP criteria library: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp/eu_gpp_criteria_en.htm
GPP good practice examples: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp/case_group_en.htm
Buying Social: http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=89&newsId=978

CASE 79.
EUROPEAN COMMISSION - COSME PROJECT – GUIDANCE ON
PROCUREMENT OF BIO-BASED PRODUCTS
In 2015, the Executive Agency for Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (EASME) launched a project with the
aim of facilitating the uptake of bio-based products as part of innovative products in procurement3.
Bio-based products in procurement can have potential benefits, either general or specific, ranging from
improved resource efficiency, driver of the secondary material market and circular economy, reduced
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and avoidance of GHG emissions, achieving social goals and contributing
to political priorities, reduced dependency on crude oil, financial efficiency (lower total cost of ownership)
and benefit from better biodegradability, to name but a few.
Supporting materials were developed to provide public buyers and other interested parties, such as policy
makers and budget holders, with information about bio-based products, thereby enabling them to
incorporate bio-based products in public procurement. These guidance materials include: a training
handbook, a dynamic meta database, case studies on the uptake of innovative bio-based products in
procurement and factsheets on the innovation potential of bio-based product groups (e.g. soil improvers,
asphalt additives, clips and binders, coating, geotextiles, plant foil, pots and seedling beds, shuttering, street
furniture).
The guidance materials also provide information on how to successfully implement bio-based products in
procurement within organisations, addressing questions related to:
 who to involve, stressing the importance of targeting, amongst others, professionals from procurement,
sustainability, finance and specialist departments such as construction or IT;
 how to create commitment, through involvement of higher level management, cooperation between
policy-makers and procurers, setting up ad-hoc working groups, networking and cooperation; and
 how to create a knowledge base, by engaging the market, assisting procurers with training or
information materials, disseminating best practices, taking part in national and international networking
activities, as well as by seeking external advice or peer review.
http://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/newsroom/cf/itemdetail.cfm?item_id=9196

3

This project draws on the broader objectives of the relevant European Policy Framework, such as the ‘Circular Economy Package’
(December 2015), the ‘Bioeconomy Strategy’ (February 2012) and the ‘Innovation Procurement’ stimulated through the Public
Procurement Directives (January 2014).
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Recommendation 9
Member States should promote exchange of good practice and provide support for
practitioners to ensure professional procurement procedures, cooperative work and
transmission of expertise such as:
a) providing technical assistance by means of reactive helpdesks, hotlines and/or email
services;
b) organising seminars and workshops to share new legal developments, policy priorities
and good practice; and
c) encouraging communities of practice through online fora and professional social
networks.

 9.a. Providing technical support by means of reactive helpdesks,
hotlines and/or email services
mailbox via which procurers can raise
questions. They provide procurers with a quick
and tailored-made answer/advice and are
particularly valuable for supporting infrequent
procurers.

Conducting
specialised
procurement
procedures often requires a high level of
technical expertise. Drafting technical
specifications for procurement procedures
involving complex technical matters, such as
green public procurement (GPP), precommercial procurement (PCP) or public
procurement of innovation (PPI), demands a
thorough know-how about procedures and
the solutions comprised within the subject
matter of the contract.

Procurement helpdesks are usually featured
on the website of the authority in charge of
the implementation of the national public
procurement law within a Member State (MS).
Expertise centres, for example at the level
of central purchasing bodies or dedicated
bodies, can also conduct their activities in
support of contracting authorities/entities in
cooperation with other public sector
organisations such as judicial bodies and
public administration academies, inter alia,
through helpdesk or other means of support.

Support
to
contracting
authorities/entities usually takes the form
of advisory services on legal and technical
matters, dissemination of guidance materials
as well as the provision of trainings on
particular issues.

As public procurement regulations and laws
can be complex and change quite often,
helpdesks represent an efficient tool to
ensure legal certainty as well as to solve
recurrent issues in terms of choice of
procedures,
tender specifications and
publication rules among others.

A helpdesk is a single point of contact for
assistance to contracting authorities/entities
and often economic operators with inquiries
related to public procurement rules.
Typically, procurement helpdesks take the
form of call centres or phone “hotlines”.
However, helpdesks can also be a general
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Good practices
CASE 80.
SLOVENIA – HELPDESK FOR CONTRACTING AUTHORITIES AND
ECONOMIC OPERATORS
With the aim of supporting contracting authorities/entities conducting procurement procedures, Slovenia’s
Ministry of Administration has been operating a telephone consultation service for public procurement
practitioners twice a week, Tuesdays and Thursdays, during three hours, from 9AM to 12PM.
Following up on the success of this initiative, the Slovenian government decided to put in place a helpdesk
managed by the Public Procurement Directorate at the Ministry of Public Administration. The helpdesk
enables contracting authorities and economic operators to receive advice in the preparation of tender
documentation, the implementation of public procurement procedures and the performance of contractual
provisions.
Priority is given to procurement practitioners who carry out or participate in public tenders financed by EU
funds. Both contracting authorities and economic operator can fill in an online request form with enquiries
for submission to the helpdesk. Based on the information provided in the online form, the helpdesk can
provide an answer in the form of a written mail or a phone call.
www.djn.mju.gov.si/narocniki/svetovanje

CASE 81.

FINLAND – HANSEL OY - CENTRAL PURCHASING BODY HOTLINE

As the central purchasing body of Finland’s central government, Hansel Oy provides support services for all
users – contracting authorities/entities and suppliers alike – using the framework agreements in place. More
in particular, Hansel Oy’s helpdesk offers a phone hotline available from Mondays to Fridays from 8AM to
4PM, as well as a dedicated email address for written queries for which Hansel commits to provide an
answer within 3 hours during business hours.
Furthermore, in addition to answering questions and providing advice, the helpdesk also reviews and
comments on tendering documents prepared by contracting authorities in the context of framework
agreements. Hansel’s helpdesk can also prepare, in exchange for a fee, tender documents necessary for
contracting authorities lacking the sufficient resources or expertise to define the scope, pricing model and
evaluation criteria for the tender within a particular framework agreement.
Users calling the helpdesk can receive in certain cases technical assistance for handling the procurement
procedure by Hansel’s legal and procurement experts.
www.hansel.fi/hankintojen-asiantuntijapalvelut/hankintojen-tuki/

CASE 82.

BELGIUM - ADVISORY SERVICE FOR PUBLIC PROCUREMENT

The Conseils et Politique d'Achats (CPA) service is a specialised advisory service composed of public
procurement experts from the federal public administration, public corporations, supervisory bodies and
representatives of businesses and trade unions. The body is part of the Procurement Unit of the federal
government Policy and Support services. It is divided into two sectors: procurement advice and procurement
policy with the following tasks:
 Providing legal opinions at the request of the federal procurers in the context of the preparation, award
and execution of public procurement of supplies and services;
 Providing training and knowledge transfer related to public procurement regulation;
 Developing manuals, dashboards and supporting documents that can be consulted by the federal
contracting authorities/used in their procurement of supplies and services.
ABA works closely with the Federal Network of Federal Buyers. It gives no advice to companies or public
services outside the federal government.
www.publicprocurement.be/fr/services-federaux/la-cellule-conseils-et-politique-dachats-cpa
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CASE 83.

SPAIN - PUBLIC PROCUREMENT CONSULTATIVE BOARD

The Spanish national Public Procurement Consultative Board (PPCB) traces its origins to the 1960s and its
current regulation dates back to 1991. The Board lies within the Ministry of Finance and Civil Service and
acts as a consultative body to contracting authorities on legal matters related to public procurement.
Contracting authorities/entities can launch a consultation after which the Consultative Board assesses and
issues an opinion/formal report, mostly legal interpretations but can also advise on economic or technical
aspects of public procurement. The reports are not binding but are generally followed. Informal
consultations take place as well.
In contrast to a helpdesk, PPCB provides interpretations of national and international law in general terms,
and not related to specific procedures. The Board gathers senior experts on public procurement from all
ministries, the legal service and auditor service; the private sector is also represented through national
associations.
It has grown from a single staff member when it was originally set up to multiple units in a large
organisation and is still expected to grow. With time the Board’s tasks have evolved as well. One of the main
changes has been extending the scope of assessments through cooperation with other territorial
administrations, for instance the over 8,000 local entities in Spain and the 17 autonomous regions, most of
them having similar bodies to the PPCB.
PPCB’s current tasks also include:
 Approving the list of economic operators with right to take part in procurement procedures without
having to present documents;
 Publishing excluded economic operators;
 Responsible for national public contract registry;
 Has policy-making and policy evaluation powers, including at international level, e.g. negotiation of EU
directives, relations with OECD, position papers, transposition of EU directives and the drafting of legislation.
Indeed, each draft piece of law or regulation needs the approval of the PPCB.
www.minhafp.gob.es/esES/Servicios/Contratacion/Junta%20Consultiva%20de%20Contratacion%20Administrativa

Tools
CASE 84. EUROPEAN COMMISSION – HELPDESK AND VOLUNTARY EX-ANTE
MECHANISM FOR LARGE INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS
on 3 October 2017, the European Commission has adopted, in parallel to the Recommendation on the
professionalisation of public procurement, an initiative aiming to support the implementation of large-scale
public infrastructure investment projects.
Many large-scale infrastructure projects are not executed according to plan. In such large projects, budgets
are frequently not respected and overspent. Planning and implementation often take considerably longer
than initially foreseen. They often suffer from insufficient skills, technical knowledge or full procedural
understanding.
The Commission introduced a three-part mechanism for large infrastructure projects in order to provide
clarity and guidance to public authorities, and help them to exchange and adopt best practices, through the
option to use the mechanism on a voluntary basis to raise questions with the Commission and receive an
assessment of a project’s compatibility with the EU regulatory framework. The elements of the mechanism
are:
 a helpdesk,
 a notification mechanism and
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 an information exchange mechanism.
The helpdesk will be available to national authorities and contracting authorities/entities to provide
guidance, answer questions, and clarify specific public procurement issues at an early stage in preparing
public procurement decisions. It can play an important role for cross-border projects in understanding the
implications of different potential solutions.
All questions will need to be submitted through the dedicated
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/pp-large-projects/

electronic

system

at:

 9.b. Dissemination of information on new legal developments, policy
priorities and good practices
Exchanges of good practices constitute a
useful tool Member States can rely on when
implementing a given professionalisation
strategy aimed at increasing administrative
capacity of contracting authorities/entities.

acknowledged and what might be feasible in
one country might require a different
approach in the country aiming at transposing
a given good practice.
In order to facilitate the process of exchange
of good practices, different methodologies
have been developed by international
organisations
focused
on
providing
technical assistance in capacity building, in
particular the Work Bank’s ‘knowledge
exchange methodology’.

Exchanges of good practices enable for the
transfer of knowledge between institutions
very often departing from different
administrative cultures and with different
objectives, working methods, legal systems
and resources. This reality has to be

Good practices
CASE 85.
PROCUREMENT FORUM AND PROCUREMENT OF INNOVATION
PLATFORM
The Procurement Forum is part of the Procurement of Innovation Platform, an online hub of all
things related to public procurement of innovation. It is the starting point for public authorities, procurers,
policy makers, researchers and other stakeholders working in the field to discover the particularities of PPI.
The Procurement Forum is the part of the platform that gives stakeholders a chance to exchange, connect
and collaborate. It also gathers, in a Resource Centre, numerous publications and guidance on various
aspects of procurement.
The Procurement Forum is co-funded by DG GROW under the European Commission's CIP programme (CIPEIP is the part of the European Commission's Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme (CIP)
dedicated to Entrepreneurship and Innovation Programme (EIP)). It is managed by the European Secretariat
of ICLEI - Local Governments for Sustainability, as part of the Procurement of Innovation Platform project
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financed by DG GROW – European Commission. The other partners involved are PIANOo – the Dutch Public
Procurement Expertise Centre, REC – the Regional Environmental Center for Central and Eastern Europe and
iWT – the Flemish Agency for Innovation by Science and Technology.
https://procurement-forum.eu/
http://www.innovation-procurement.org/

Tools
CASE 86.

EUROPEAN COMMISSION – TAIEX REGIO PEER 2 PEER

In 2015, the European Commission launched the TAIEX REGIO PEER 2 PEER instrument, co-funded through
the European Commission’s technical assistance. TAIEX REGIO PEER 2 PEER is designed to share expertise
between bodies that manage funding under the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and the
Cohesion Fund, whilst avoiding the common mistakes of top-down, one-fits-all approaches.
This instrument helps public officials involved in the management of cohesion policy programmes meet
their peers and operational counterparts from other Member States and share concrete know-how, good
practice and practical solutions already tested on the ground.
Moreover, public procurement is one of the recurrent topics under this PEER 2 PEER tool. So far the
Commission has organised 9 exchanges on procurement issues, involving participants from 21 Member
States. These events discussed aspects such as e-procurement, selection and award criteria for most
economically advantageous tenders (MEAT), procurement controls, tackling irregularities, inter alia.
PEER 2 PEER exchanges were also organised for several Member States (Hungary, Slovakia) with the
purpose of helping them with the fulfilment of ex ante conditionalities on public procurement, one of the key
reforms for the 2014-20 programming period of the European Structural and Investment Funds (ESI Funds).
Ex ante conditionalities (ExAC), setting sector-specific and horizontal conditions to be met at an early stage
of implementation and by the end of 2016 at the latest. They tackled persistent bottlenecks to investment,
both horizontal (e.g., linked to public procurement, State aid and Small Business Act) and sectoral (e.g., in the
areas of transport, digital economy and energy) and in doing so contributed to delivering the Investment
Plan for Europe.
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/policy/how/improving-investment/taiex-regio-peer-2-peer/

CASE 87. THE WORLD BANK – THE ART OF KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE
GUIDEBOOK
The World Bank’s “The Art of Knowledge Exchange” guidebook provides for a comprehensive approach to
sharing of good practices; this methodology proposed a roadmap to be followed by the public officials
aiming at identifying and transplanting good practices:
Step 1. Anchor the knowledge exchange:
(1) Agree on the goal, (2) Identify the major challenges, (3) determine the change objective
Step 2: Define the knowledge exchange:
(1) Identify the groups of people needed, (2) Determine the intermediate outcomes, (3) Identify knowledge
and experience providers
Step 3: Design and develop the knowledge exchange:
(1) Select the participants, (2) Verify the change objective and desired outcomes, (3) Organize the design
and delivery team, (3) Assemble the initiative by combining different learning instruments, activities, and
delivery modes
Step 4: Implement the knowledge exchange:
(1) Guide the participants along the learning journey, (2) Orchestrate engagement and build relationships,
(3) Systematically document your implementation and track results,
Step 5: Measure and report the results:
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(1) Synthesize the implementation data, (2) Measure effectiveness across expected and unexpected results,
(3) Report results
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/17540

 9.c. Encouraging communities of practice through online fora and
professional social networks
A community of practice refers to a shared
platform, forum or social network, where
procurement practitioners can exchange
knowledge and experience, ask questions,
share documentation or collaborate on
common projects. Having such a space is
important because very often knowledge and
expertise in public procurement is dispersed
throughout
the
different
layers
of
government and local and regional
authorities, with pockets of highly skilled
procurers within some institutions or regional
areas, but limited knowledge across the
scattered contracting authorities/entities.

and disseminated widely, without the need
to build up extensive capacity.
The community of practice can also be
fostered through regular conferences and
events, where practitioners are able to meet
and interact in person. Thanks to easy and
frequent interaction, practitioners are more
professionalised and are thus able to avoid
errors as well as deliver better value for
money.
Finally, a community of practice helps
practitioners in tackling more challenging
aspects of procurement, such as green,
innovative
and
socially
responsible
procurement.

With the creation of a community of practice,
knowledge can be exchanged, centralised

Good practices
CASE 88.

FRANCE – SOCIAL NETWORK FOR STATE BUYERS (RESPAE)

In France, the State Purchasing Directorate (DAE - Direction des achats de l'État) of the Ministry of Economy
and Finance (Minefi) launched a social network for buyers, the Réseau Social Professionnel des Achats de
l'Etat, as part of its strategy to professionalise procurement.
The social network is dedicated to state buyers and aims at fostering cooperation, exchanging good
practices and transferring skills between buyers, as well as sharing documents and ideas. It allows buyers to
capitalise on their knowledge and know-how. It aims to professionalise buyers on the economic dimension
of the purchase more than on the legal dimension that they are already supposed to have. The target
audience includes both buyers from State central administrations as well as buyers from decentralised
ministries throughout France.
The testing phase of the social network was launched in October 2016. The full version of the social
network went live in January 2017. Since mid-March 2017, 5 RESPAE gathers over 620 members belonging
to the 11 French ministries as well as over 40 State public agencies, which participate in 30 active
communities of the professional networking.
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The network is organised by communities dedicated to various purchasing themes: thematic communities,
purchasing network communities, communities built around specific purchasing projects. Members of the
network are able to ask questions, share documents as well as look up expertise of other members.
Individuals from outside the State and its public agencies can participate if they are invited to by a
community manager for a specific topic. This could be the case for instance for buyers from local authorities
or hospitals, lawyers, technical experts in the procurement function, and similar.
www.operachat.fr/actu/respae--le-reseau-social-professionnel-des-acheteurs-de-letat

CASE 89.

THE NETHERLANDS – PIANOO FORUM

The Procurement Expertise Centre of the Ministry of Economic Affairs PIANOo runs the PIANOo Forum since
2005, namely, a pan-European discussion platform for procurement practitioners on procurement related
matters. PIANOo Forum was created with the idea of centralising the knowledge on public procurement and
creating a vibrant community where public procurement experts could share, discuss, exchange ideas and
solve issues related to their daily work.
The PIANOo Forum community counts 1,600 professionals in public sector procurement, with no suppliers or
other stakeholders allowed in. The Forum in itself contains approximately 80 sub-communities organised
according to specific procurement topics, thus facilitating the search for specific information. Forum
participants can look for practitioners who have experience in certain topics.
PIANOo aims to boost interactions between procurement professionals and experts by hosting annual
conferences on public procurement, moderating procurement expert groups on various topics such as ICT, einvoicing, law etc., and organising meetings that promote exchange of knowledge and experience and good
practices.
PIANOo’s role in the forum is to provide the financing for the platform and managing the electronic tool
supporting it. Furthermore, it acts as a content moderator. The Forum is largely self-sustaining thanks to the
active participation from users, with some of them using the platform on a daily basis.
In addition, the PIANOo Forum is used for answering complex questions that PIANOo staff receives via its
helpdesk by posting them for discussion to the PIANOo Forum.
www.pianoo.nl/over-pianoo/online-instrumenten/pianoo-forum
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